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1. Executive Summary
Acknowledgments
This Transformation Plan (the “Plan”) for Tindall Fields II is submitted to the Georgia
Department of Community Affairs (DCA) as part of the application for an allocation of Low
Income Housing Credits submitted by Tindall Partners III, L.P. To the very best of our
knowledge and belief, this Plan responds fully to the DCA requirements found in the QAP
Scoring Section VIII; the DCA Webinar dated February 13, 2017; the March 2, 2017 DCA
Workshop Guidance and Workshop PowerPoint; the additional 14-page DCA “Scoring Guidance
issued on March 17, 2017; the DCA Core Application Scoring section; and the applicable DCA
“Q&A Postings.”
Although numerous agencies and individuals contributed in many ways to the development of
this Plan, we wish to acknowledge the following for their significant contributions of time,
talent, and leadership. We are fortunate to live and work in a community where collaboration is
the norm and not the exception.












Mayor Robert Reichert
Macon-Bibb County Government
The United Way of Middle Georgia
Macon-Bibb Housing Authority
Macon Transit Authority
Mercer University
Middle Georgia Regional Commission
The Bibb County School District
Navicent Health (formerly, the Medical Center of Central Georgia)
First Choice Primary Care
The Griffith Family Foundation

About Macon-Bibb County
Macon-Bibb County is in Middle Georgia, approximately 70 miles south of Atlanta and 150 miles
northwest of Savannah. Mostly urban in nature, Macon Bibb County encompasses 255 square
miles and has a population of 155,524 making it the 13th largest county in the state.
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The County is home to nine institutions of higher education and three major hospitals that
provide world class care, including the area’s only Level One trauma center.
The city and county once relied on the textile industry for its economic foundation. These
industries have not only left the area, but for the most part the country. The shift resulted in
the county scrambling to replace lost jobs, maintain current jobs, and create new opportunities
for residents. Because of the economic hardships, the county now has a lower income level
and higher crimes rates than both the State of Georgia and national averages. In 2013, the per
capita income for the county was $20,982, roughly 18% less than Georgia’s per capita income of
$25,182 and 29% less than the U.S.’s per capita income of $28,155. As Georgia has a poverty
rate of 18.2%, Macon Bibb County’s greatly exceeds the state’s, with a poverty rate of 24.9%.
Like many urban centers, the area is plagued with depressed incomes and high poverty rates,
thus unemployment, crime, and most of all, blight, continues to expand.
Please see Appendix 1, pages 4-5, for a copy of the 2017 Macon Bibb Urban Redevelopment
Plan, from which the above summary was taken.
The Macon-Bibb Housing Authority’s Redevelopment Plan for the Tindall Heights community
Tindall Heights was the oldest and largest public housing development in the Macon-Bibb
Housing Authority’s (“MHA”) inventory. It was built in 1938 and contained 412 units; Tindall
Heights served the Macon community well over the ensuing years and housed countless
generations of low income families. However, by the turn of the century the warning signs
were apparent as Tindall Heights became functionally and economically obsolete and since
2009, MHA had on several occasions applied for HOPE VI funds to redevelop the property
without success. In 2015 however, MHA obtained HUD’s approval to relocate the residents
(now completed), demolish the units (nearing completion), and dispose of the property to its
non-profit housing affiliate, In-Fill Housing, for new affordable housing. MHA is providing the
necessary funds from its own sources for all the relocation, environmental abatement, and
demolition costs to give In-Fill Housing a “green field” for the four-phased tax credit-financed
developments as the required replacement housing. These four redevelopment phases will
result in a total of 270 affordable, multifamily units in a mix of mid-rise, townhomes and garden
style apartments. In addition, 8.5 acres will be reserved for future commercial use. The Tindall
Heights site also fronts Little Richard Penniman Boulevard and these commercial tracts will
benefit from the increased commercial activity just recently completed and located less than ¼
mile away. Please see Appendix 2 for a copy of the MHA Tindall Redevelopment Site Plan.
Phase I of the Tindall redevelopment is known as Tindall Seniors Towers. This project received
an allocation of LIHTCs from DCA in 2015 and is under construction. Phase II, known as Tindall
Fields I, received an allocation of LIHTCs from DCA in 2016 and construction will begin this fall.
Tindall Fields II, the subject of our 2017 application to DCA, is Phase III of the Tindall Heights
redevelopment. Upon completion of all four housing phases, there will be 270 affordable
housing units on the site of the former 412-unit Tindall Heights public housing development. In
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addition, there will be a fifth phase—the commercial component noted above. The Mercer
University-sponsored commercial development, along with the Tindall redevelopment, is a
perfect fit with the other Second Street Corridor improvements recently implemented or
underway as noted on Page 7 of Appendix 1, 2017 Macon Bibb Urban Redevelopment Plan.
The Need for a Transformation Plan
It is in the context of the unfavorable demographic data noted earlier for Macon-Bibb County,
when coupled with the MHA’s redevelopment Plan for Tindall Heights, that this Transformation
Plan was created. We note that the creation and submission of a Transformation Plan is not a
DCA requirement and the owner/developer entity weighed the advantages and disadvantages
of submitting one. Other developers who could “choose their site” might very logically
determine that a Transformation Plan was not necessary. However, despite the extensive
commitment of time and resources needed, we elected to create this Plan for one simple
reason: a Transformation Plan is critical to the overall success of the entire Tindall area
redevelopment as both development momentum and new housing are created. We
acknowledge the truth: DCA “got it right” because the creation of new affordable housing in
inner city areas does not typically in and of itself have a transformational effect on the greater
overall neighborhood. Rather, the key underlying forces that eventually lead to positive or
negative social health and wellbeing must also be addressed. To accomplish this requires the
collaborative effort of a much larger community.
We further concede that the Macon- Bibb County demographic data noted earlier is not
impressive when compared to Georgia in its entirety. Further, the Tindall area as we have
defined it for our Plan is likely worse than Bibb County overall in most if not all those criteria.
We are therefore under no illusion that the mere creation of our Plan, or DCA’s approval of it,
will address all the issues related to the Defined Neighborhood and we trust that the Plan
presented here does not convey that thinking. However, despite the steep uphill climb needed
to transform the Tindall area, there are many positive and encouraging signs why this Plan
offers new hope and is worthy of DCA’s careful consideration. These positive factors are
outlined in the other sections of our Plan but are also bulleted below:






As noted above, the Plan closely aligns with the 2017 Macon-Bibb Urban
Redevelopment Plan (Macon’s version of the “Community Revitalization Plan”); please
see letter from the Executive Director of the Middle Georgia RDC at Appendix 19.
The Macon-Bibb Housing’s redevelopment plan for Tindall has been embraced by all
local partners, local officials, and stakeholders. From its earliest planning meetings, up
through HUD’s 2015 approval of the MHA’s “Demo-Dispo Plan”, a time span of thirteen
years, more than 200 meetings were held with local government officials, Tindall
residents, and other stakeholders.
Numerous local agencies with extensive human and capital resources fully support this
Plan including but not limited to the United Way of Middle Georgia, MHA, the Middle
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Georgia Regional Commission, Mercer University, the Bibb County School District,
Navicent Health, First Choice Health Care, and many more. Please see Appendix 3 for
these support letters.
The Plan was developed with input from the stakeholders most knowledgeable about
the four key areas where DCA was most concerned: education, employment, health
care and employment. An impressive array of local agencies and private citizens made
invaluable contributions to this effort.
Although DCA did not require us to conduct outreach by means of both a survey and
public meetings, we thought it was important for us to do so, to get the highest quality
of feedback available in this short time period.
Although DCA did not require us to conduct meetings with Transformation Partners
engaged in all four areas of DCA concern, once again we decided that this was critical to
the success of the overall Transformation Plan.
Although DCA did not require us to engage the Transformation Partners both separately
and at a public meeting, we did so for the reasons noted above. Altogether, the
Community Quarterback and Community-Based Developer met on ten separate
occasions to gather public input into our Plan. This is, of course, in addition to the
considerable number of meetings and hours spent on internal planning and meeting
preparation. This commitment greatly exceeds the DCA minimum requirement and we
trust that DCA will recognize it as such. Our collective commitment of time and energy
at the planning stages will be emblematic of our collective commitment to make good on
our promises at the implementation stage, if we are fortunate enough to be funded.
The Plan was the result of input from more than 300 surveyed area residents and users
of the local resources and amenities. These are the very people who are most likely to
benefit from, and face barriers to, the services currently available. A summary of these
surveys is found at Appendix 5.

The final details of the Transformation Plan are described in greater detail at Sections 11
and 12, but the major barriers to be addressed are as follows:
1. The supply of affordable rental housing does not meet the demand.
2. Accessing public transportation is made more difficult because transit stop signs are not
always present and schedules are confusing2
3. Preventable health disease and conditions are prevalent among the population in the
Defined Neighborhood
4. Most residents do not have easy access to information about resources and programs
readily available to them, and therefore, do not take advantage of these opportunities
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5. Residents seeking jobs do not have ready access to internet connected computers and
find it difficult to create resumes, find educational opportunities, seek jobs, or take
advantage of online training opportunities
6. Students from low income families often drift during middle school years, keeping them
from being on track for graduation and college
2.The Transformation Planning Process Begins
The initial steps in the development of the Plan began immediately after the issuance of the
draft QAP dated November 10, 2016. Admittedly, since the “transformation section” was a
new shift in the QAP it took some time for us to fully understand all the implications. However,
as noted in the Executive Summary, the decision to move forward and create a Transformation
Plan was arrived at very quickly when the benefits to the future Tindall community and other
area residents was carefully considered. Anthony Hayes therefore convened a meeting of In-Fill
staff and others to determine the next steps and in short order an overview and summary of
the DCA requirements had been prepared for MHA senior staff and other partners. The most
compelling question at the time was, “who in the Macon community would be best suited to
serve as the Community Quarterback?”
However, by mid-December it was also abundantly clear that the Plan would need an extensive
commitment of time and talent from throughout the Macon community. Therefore, the first
meeting with those outside of MHA/In-Fill was between June Parker, MHA’s CEO; Anthony
Hayes, In-Fill Housing, Inc. CEO, and Macon-Bibb Mayor Robert Reichert. Despite the busy
holiday season and his various commitments, Mayor Robert Reichert met with Ms. Parker and
Mr. Hayes on December 27, 2016. The meeting lasted from 4 to 5:30 pm; the fact that Mayor
Reichert gave us 90 minutes during the holidays reflects the importance he personally gave the
matter.
During this initial meeting, Mayor Reichert was very supportive and extremely enthusiastic
about the new opportunities created by the Transformation Plan. He promised to give this
initiative his full support and asked how he could help. Mayor Reichert noted that this DCA
initiative “fits hand in glove” with the Macon Bibb Tax Allocation District (TAD) now well
underway, and he reminded Ms. Parker and Mr. Hayes of his presentation several years earlier
where he presented the TAD plan to the Macon Housing Board of Commissioners. (As
background information, the Macon-Bibb TAD plan connects the I-75 exit at Little Richard
Penniman Boulevard, through the Mercer University campus and then directly abuts the Tindall
Heights site as it connects and improves the Little Richard/Telfair Street/Second Street corridor
into downtown Macon.) During this December 27th meeting with Mayor Reichert, several
entities were discussed as possible candidates for the Community Quarterback role. Each of
these had its merits, but the result from this process was to ask the United Way of Middle
Georgia to serve in this role. The United Way has assumed many important functions in recent
years as a community developer and facilitator of numerous local initiatives. Please see
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Appendix 6 for a copy of the United Way’s letter accepting their role as Community
Quarterback.
The In-Fill Housing team reached out to the United Way and a meeting was scheduled for
January 10, 2017. Present at that meeting was George McCanless, United Way CEO, Anthony
Hayes, and George Greer. (Mr. Greer serves as an attorney for In-Fill Housing but he had also
just recently completed his year-long term in 2016 as the Chair of the Board of Directors for the
Greater Macon Chamber of Commerce.) In addition, Anthony Hayes previously served as one
of the United Way Board members; therefore, there was already a great deal of awareness
inside our team regarding the United Way’s capacity and its ability to be a valuable
Transformation Team member. At this meeting the DCA requirements for the Transformation
Plan were discussed, including the role of the United Way if it agreed to serve as Community
Quarterback. In response to Mr. McCanless’ request, additional information regarding the DCA
requirements was provided and a follow-up meeting was held on January 19, 2017. At this
January 19th meeting key United Way staff including Tammie Collins and Lynda Brown were
present along with George McCanless. Representing In-Fill Housing were Anthony Hayes and
Bruce Gerwig, now serving in a consultant role for In-Fill Housing. Ms. Collins and Ms. Brown
were very interested in this program as they immediately recognized the collaborative
opportunities it presented. They described numerous programs they were actively involved in
with the Bibb County School District, Navicent Heath (formerly the Medical Center of Central
Georgia), Ingram Pye Elementary School, First Choice Health (with a site office on the Ingram
Pye Elementary School campus) and others.
While these meetings were being held, the Mayor’s office was busy “working the phones” to
make sure his local partners in the key areas of DCA interest were aware of the opportunity
presented by a Transformation Plan. With input from the Mayor and MHA/In-Fill staff, the kickoff meeting for the Macon-Bibb Transformation Plan was scheduled for January 25, 2017 at the
Macon-Bibb County Government Center (formerly known as Macon City Hall). We were on our
way.
3. The Transformation Team: the Community Quarterback
As noted above in Section 2, by the end of December 2016 we had identified the United Way of
Middle Georgia as the ideal candidate to serve as the Community Quarterback. Fortunately,
they accepted this role and since our initial discussions in mid-January the United Way has
helped drive every step of the planning process.
The United Way is uniquely qualified to serve in this capacity based on their previous and/or
current role with numerous local initiatives. Their mission statement is included here per the
Scoring Guidance requirements:
United Way’s mission is to increase the organized capacity of people in Central Georgia
communities to care for one another, and by working collaboratively, to disrupt the cycle of
poverty in our community.
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The United Way’s service area includes the following counties, per the Scoring Guidance
requirements:
Bibb, Baldwin, Crawford, Hancock, Houston, Jasper, Jones, Macon, Monroe, Peach, Putnam,
Twiggs, Washington, and Wilkinson. The United Way’s primary offices are in Macon.
The following list is provided to document that our Community Quarterback “has a
demonstrated record of increasing Defined Neighborhood residents’ access to resources such
as employment, education, transportation and/or health”, again, as required by the Scoring
Guidance.






Funding and oversite of partner agency work for the Defined Neighborhood including
services provided by Macon Volunteer Clinic, Family Advancement Ministries, Boys &
Girls Clubs, and the Family Counseling Center
Participation in a system of care with community agencies focused on providing case
management services to assist families with needs and to ensure that no one who is
eligible for services is left out
Initiatives including 211, Read United, Volunteers United and Mission United: these
initiatives focus on engaging the community in opportunities to learn, to participate in
giving back to receive information and connections to services such as health and legal
assistance.

As one will quickly note from the above list, the United Way of Middle Georgia has transitioned
from the more “conventional” United Way business model of receiving financial contributions
and distributing them to deserving agencies. Rather, they are a proactive, successful change
agent with their extensive involvement in various local programs. In response to DCA
requirements, we certify that the United Way is a local community based organization not on
the Project Team. We further certify that the there is no identity of interest between the United
Way and Project Team members.
To further document the United Way’s leadership role in the development of the Plan and its
leadership role in the “community input and engagement process” as required by the Scoring
Guidance, the following information is provided:
1. At the Mayor’s kick-off meeting held on January 25, 2017 United Way representatives
played a rather limited role since they had not yet formally committed to the Quarterback
role. They were however in attendance and they fully participated in the group discussions
as noted in the meeting summary at Appendix 8.
2. A second meeting with Mayor Reichert and our prospective partners was held on February
13, 2017. By this time, the United Way was fully ensconced in the program details and led
the discussions pertaining to the possible Transformation Partners and the four areas of
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DCA concern. Please see Appendix 9 where Tammie Collins and Lynda Brown contributed
in meaningful ways to the discussions.
3. Four separate “brainstorming” sessions were held with local Transformational Partners as
shown below, with more than 24 agencies and/or private citizens participating. Each of
these meetings was held at the United Way’s offices and each of these meetings was
facilitated by a United Way representative:





Employment—February 23, 2017
Education—February 24, 2017
Transportation—February 27, 2017
Healthcare—March 3, 2017

4. A follow-up meeting was held at the Mayor’s office on March 13, 2017 to report back to
the larger group about the available resources, barriers to those resources, and possible
solutions to those barriers. This presentation was both prepared and made by a United
Way representative.
5. Public Meeting #1 was held at the Buck Melton Community Center on April 8, 2017. This
meeting was in large part facilitated by a United Way representative, along with other
community partners. However, the United Way has a great deal of experience in managing
large community events such as this and the Unite Way was also instrumental in leading
the planning of the event.
6. Public Meeting #2 was held at the Buck Melton Community Center on April 22, 2017. As
with the first public meeting, this second meeting was in large part facilitated by a United
Way representative. The United Way led the planning for this event, which not only
included our second public listening session but also included community and familyfriendly activities including musical entertainment, face painting and balloon animals for
the kids, grilled burgers, and hotdogs, etc.
7. Although the survey instrument was created and refined by Mercer University under the
leadership of Mercer University’s Dr. Mary Alice Morgan, the United Way was also a very
active participant by a) developing the specific questions, b) helping to improve the final
format that was used, and c) even helping “scout” the route to be used by Mercer
University students as part of the door-to-door outreach effort.
8. A recap meeting was held at the Mayor’s office on April 24, 2017 for a report back to the
larger group on the outcome of the public meetings, the survey results, etc. Lynda Brown
with the United Way led this discussion by reporting on recent activities (including the
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second public meeting just held on Saturday, April 22nd), giving a summary of the survey
results, and leading the large-group discussion amongst the Transformation Partners on
how to help reduce the barriers to the existing services and what new services would be
appropriate.
We trust that DCA will agree that the United Way of Middle Georgia has demonstrated both its
willingness and well-documented capacity of “bringing diverse local entities together to work
toward the common goal of transformation” as required by the Scoring Guidance. In MaconBibb County, when the United Way speaks, people listen.
In accordance with the Scoring Guidance, the applicant, Tindall Partners III, L.P., hereby certifies
that the United Way will, for a period of five years following the placed in service date, annually
update the “Challenge Worksheet” for each challenge addressed in the Community
Transformation Plan. As the Applicant, Tindall Partners III, L.P. agrees to submit updated
Challenge Worksheets to DCA with the Annual Certification for a period of five years following
the placed in service date.
4.The Transformation Team: the Community-Based Developer
The Community-Based Developer is the MHA/In-Fill Housing team, an entity well-known to DCA
and in fact the only obvious choice to serve in this capacity, since pursuant to the March 17,
2017 Scoring Guidance “…the Community-Based Developer is the Developer Entity on the
Project Team.” The In-Fill Housing family of entities is well-suited for this role. It has either
developed or has in the development pipeline 18 developments comprising over 1300 units
with a Total Development Cost of over $187 million. Of these, thirteen developments are in InFill’s home town of Macon. MHA is similarly imbued in the Tindall development process, by a)
receiving HUD’s approval of its Tindall Heights “Demo-Dispo Plan”, b) relocating all the Tindall
residents, c) demolishing the public housing units with its own resources, and d) providing In-Fill
with a “green field” for the new Tindall units from its own resources. MHA has also provided
site control to In-Fill through four separate long-term ground leases, each pertaining to the four
development phases. Furthermore, although not a requirement for this Plan, MHA a) will
manage each of the four Tindall communities as they come on-line, b) is providing Section 8
Project Based Vouchers to each phase, and c) has developed a Section 8 Admissions Plan that
provides for the DCA/Department of Justice Settlement Population to have a set-aside of units
in each of the Tindall phased developments, along with a preference for 50% of its Section 8
admissions over the next two years.
The following activities documents the development team’s successful partnership with at least
two organizations, both of which take place in the Defined Neighborhood.
The first of the two Community Based Organizations is the Boys and Girls Club. The mission of
The Boys & Girls Club is to enable all young people, especially those who need us most, to reach
their full potential as productive, caring, responsible citizens. The Boys & Girls Club operates a
comprehensive educational after school and summer program for youth aged 6-18. They
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provide a structured curriculum for club programming that focuses on character and
leadership; education and careers; health and life skills; sports, and fitness and recreation.
Nearly 99% of the youth that attend the Boys & Girls Club in the Defined Neighborhood fall
below 300% of the Federal Poverty level; and 93% fall below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level.
Youth are not turned away for inability to pay. The Boys & Girls Clubs experienced a 70%
increase in attendance over the two years and maintained a 100% graduation rate for enrolled
high school seniors the last few years. This year, 100% of seniors are enrolled in college or
vocational school. Nearly 98% of club youth progressed to the next grade level and 90% of
youth ages 13-18 avoided risky behaviors. All members have access to and the opportunity to
check out books during the school year and over the summer when they participate in Power
Hour (homework and academic enrichment programs) or Summer Brain (learning loss
prevention) to ensure youth maintain a solid academic performance. Additionally, 90% of
participants participated in Academic Success programs which also included and STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts & Math) programs, and one-on-one tutoring, nearly
80,000 meals and snacks were served since the start of the meal & snack program in 2016 to
guarantee youth are not hungry afterschool, and 95% of youth participated in GA Shape
(physical fitness once per day) and Healthy Habits (teaching youth how to eat healthy).
The Boys and Girls Club has been in partnership with MBCHA for over fifteen years and has
been operating in the Buck Melton Center since October 1, 2009. They pledge to continue their
work in this neighborhood into the unforeseeable future through the partnership with MHA.
The second Community Based Organization is the Communities in Schools of Central Georgia
agency. The mission of Communities In Schools of Central Georgia (CIS) is to “Surround
students with a community of support, empowering them to stay in school and achieve in life.”
Communities in Schools provide financial literacy programming and assistance in postsecondary awareness for teen and adult residents and early literacy support for young children
through developing language and reading skills. CIS has been in partnership with MBCHA since
2012.
The following information documents the development team’s participation in philanthropic
activities, also within the Defined Neighborhood. DCA will note that these philanthropic
activities are not “one-off” isolated events, but are on-going events that have spanned many
years and are expected to continue.
The Community Based Developer has made substantial philanthropic contributions to the many
entities providing services at the Buck Melton Center. Because of the ongoing in-kind
donations from the Community Based Developer through deeply subsidized below market rents
and waiver of operational expenses including all utilities, property management, maintenance,
and custodial services since that time, the Boys & Girls Club has been able to utilize funds
traditionally allocated for rent and administrative overhead towards providing meaningful
onsite services to the residents of the Tindall Fields neighborhood.
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In similar fashion, the Community Based Developer has made significant in-kind contributions
to the Communities in School organization. Because of the ongoing in-kind donations through
deeply subsidized below market rents and waiver of operational expenses including all utilities,
property management, maintenance and custodial services since that time, CIS has been able
to use those funds which would have been spent on rent and administrative overhead towards
providing meaningful onsite services to the residents of the Defined Neighborhood.
5. The Defined Neighborhood
DCA’s guidance and expectations regarding the Defined Neighborhood gives the
Transformation Team considerable discretion in determining the boundaries of the target area,
and we applaud DCA for this decision in not attempting a “one size fits all” approach. The
principal requirements for the designation of a target area include a “…a targeted area (Defined
Neighborhood) that includes the proposed site but not encompass the entire surrounding city,
municipality, or county” (QAP Scoring VIII. B.a). The QAP further states later in that section in
the next-to-last paragraph that the “Defined Neighborhood is not to be smaller than one census
tract…”
Since our Defined Neighborhood includes parts of Census Tracts 105, 115, 127 and 137, but is
considerably smaller than Macon-Bibb County in its entirety, we can easily certify that our
Defined Neighborhood complies with these DCA requirements.
DCA’s March 17th “Scoring Guidance” further states on Page 11 that, where applicable “…the
Defined Neighborhood should align or fall within the targeted area of the Community
Revitalization Plan. The Community Transformation Plan’s Defined Neighborhood may be
smaller than that of the Community Revitalization Plan. A Community Transformation Plan that
references an existing Revitalization Plan may focus on a subset of the Targeted Area of the
Revitalization Plan in defining the neighborhood for transformation.” To document that our
Defined Neighborhood rests within the Macon-Bibb Urban Redevelopment Plan (URP) the map
showing the boundaries of the URP is found at Appendix 7. The Defined Neighborhood
boundaries are also noted on that map and it rests entirely within the URP area.
The last paragraph in this Scoring Guidance section states that “the strategies and analysis set
forth in the Community Transformation Plan must involve the entire Defined Neighborhood.”
We hereby certify that both our Defined Neighborhood and Transformation Plan complies with
the DCA requirements found in the “Scoring Guidance.”
As noted at Appendix 7 the map of our Defined Neighborhood shows the Tindall Fields site
almost perfectly centered in the middle of the targeted area. At our various planning meetings,
the topic of the exact boundaries of the Defined Neighborhood was discussed. There were valid
points for including parts of Macon that weren’t finally included, and there was one opinion
that the target area should be somewhat smaller. The final determination came after
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considerable discussions with all interested parties and with technical mapping assistance from
the Middle Georgia Regional Commission. The Defined Neighborhood has the full support of
Mayor Reichert, the United Way, MHA, Mercer University, and the Middle Georgia Regional
Commission, in both its role as the “custodian” of the Urban Redevelopment Plan as well as one
of our major technical assistance providers.
One of the key determinants in the eventual Defined Neighborhood boundaries stemmed from
all our discussions on early childhood education, and the wonderful community asset also
known as the Ingram Pye Elementary School. We therefore started with the overall outline of
this school attendance zone, and then narrowed it down to the more densely populated areas
as reflected in the selected census tracts.
6. The Mayor’s Leadership
As noted in Sections 1 and 2, no one has been more enthusiastic about this Transformation Plan
and its potential for important and sustained neighborhood improvement than Mayor Robert
Reichert. His leadership has been invaluable since he was first briefed about this opportunity in
December 2016. Previously, Mayor Reichert’s vision helped lead to the successful creation of a
Tax Allocation District (TAD) for the Little Richard Penniman/Second Street corridor that abuts
the Tindall Heights site. He has also been an ardent believer in the community planning process
through the creation and subsequent amendments of the Macon Bibb Urban Redevelopment
Plan. Furthermore, he and the Macon Bibb Commission have provided SPLOST funds in ways
that both directly and indirectly benefit the Defined Neighborhood. The list of ways he has
supported the Tindall Heights redevelopment process dates back more than eight years. The
Mayor’s and the Macon Bibb County’s visionary leadership has created so many notable
achievements in this area that he correctly views the creation of a Transformation Plan as one
more important tool in the overall redevelopment of the targeted area.
The Mayor is very clearly “all in” and 100% committed to the creation and successful
implementation of the Transformation Plan. It is in this context that he requested our
permission to kick-off the overall community planning for this program by personally inviting
and encouraging the local leadership involved in health care, education, employment
transportation and to attend several meetings to better enable the Transformation Plan to
succeed. This was invaluable to the successful creation of our Plan, since the Mayor is in
frequent contact with the important local leaders in these four areas where, in some cases, we
needed introductions to one another.
As noted in Section 2, the kick-off meeting for the Plan was held on January 25, 2017. While it
may seem as if this was a long lag-time between the introduction of the program until this first
public meeting, it reflects the busy schedules of the key leaders in these areas and it was the
very earliest that the overall planning and the local understanding of the DCA requirements
could begin.
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At this January 25th kick-off meeting Mayor Reichert, along with Anthony Hayes, briefed those
present on the overall goals of DCA’s Transformation Plan and our local objectives. The Mayor
noted how this program fits seamlessly with the Macon Bibb 2020 Plan and the TAD now
underway. The Mayor urged everyone to work together for the greater good, not just for the
sake of the upcoming application to DCA but for the sake of the neighborhood and the
residents who make it their home. Please see Appendix 8 for a summary of this January 25,
2017 meeting and a list of the attendees.
The second meeting with the Mayor and our partners was held on February 13, 2017. Toward
the conclusion of this meeting, four separate meetings were scheduled with the local leaders
who were involved in one or more of the four areas of DCA concern: education, employment,
transportation, and health care. These four groups were tasked to identify: a) what is working
well in their various programs, b) what could be improved upon, c) the barriers their clients or
customers face in accessing their services, and d) ways in which those barriers could either be
mitigated or removed. Please see Appendix 9 for a summary of this February 13, 2017 meeting
and a list of the attendees.
The third meeting with the Mayor and the local leadership occurred on March 13, 2017. By
this time, under United Way’s leadership, the four Transformation Partner meetings had been
held, the dates for two Public Meetings had been tentatively scheduled, the survey document
was being written by Mercer University faculty and our “survey committee”, and a final
decision for the boundaries of the Defined Neighborhood needed to be established. Stated
otherwise, there was a great deal of work to be done at this March meeting! United Way
representatives led the discussions and presented the key findings from the four meetings that
had been held at their offices. Please see Appendix 10 for a summary of this March 13, 2017
meeting, the United Way’s “flip chart presentation” and a list of the attendees.
The fourth meeting with the Mayor and local leadership occurred on April 24, 2017. Twenty
people attended this meeting, representing agencies who work in the four areas of DCA
concern. By this time, there was more new information to be shared with the larger group.
United Way representatives noted that the surveys had been issued, received and tabulated.
(In an impressive show of an attempt to reach as many residents as possible, more than 300
surveys were returned. We gratefully acknowledge the important contributions of Mercer
University faculty and students, led by Dr. Mary Alice Morgan, as well as MHA staff who worked
through the final weeks of March, with a more intensive effort during the first weekend of April
interviewing residents and collecting the surveys. Please see Section 8 and Appendix 18 for
more information about the survey process.)
Lynda Brown with the United Way also briefed the group on our accomplishments resulting
from the April and 8th and April 22nd Public Meetings. (For a summary of those public meetings,
attendance lists and other relevant information, please see Appendices 16 and 17.)
She also led the April 24th discussion noting that in addition to the surveys:
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She recapped what our partners have heard from the four brainstorming sessions, the
survey, and the two public hearings. The discussion first focused on transportation,
followed by education, health care, and employment, in that order.
Each Transformation Partner was asked what they could offer and commit to as part of
the Plan, and there were commitments made in each of the four DCA areas of concern.

As evidence of his strong leadership in this process that doesn’t stop with the filing of this Plan
to DCA, Mayor Reichert called the next meeting for June 26, 2017 at 10 am. The purpose of a
June 2017 meeting is ostensibly for all parties to report on any new business between now and
then, but the unspoken reason is that Mayor Reichert clearly intends to hold all the many
entities involved in this transformation effort accountable to Macon Bibb County leadership
and to one another. Everyone realizes that the work is just beginning, and that this is important
work that needs to be undertaken regardless of DCA’s allocation of credits.
Please see Appendix 11 for a summary of this April 24th meeting and a list of the attendees.
Simply stated, from his initial introduction to the possibility of a Transformation Plan and
continuing past the DCA application deadline, Mayor Reichert’s leadership has been
instrumental in bringing and sustaining the efforts of so many local partners.
7. The Transformation Partner Meetings
As part of the “Community Engagement and Outreach” phase, DCA required in its “Scoring
Guidance” dated March 17th that we engage with public entities, the overall public, and
specifically to low income residents that reside in the Defined Neighborhood. DCA will please
note that by the time that the Scoring Guidance was issued, four separate “brainstorming”
sessions with public entities had already been held with our local Transformational Partners as
shown below. More than 24 agencies and/or private citizens participated in one or more of
these sessions. Each of these meetings was held at the United Way’s offices and each of these
meetings was facilitated by a United Way representative, as part of leadership role in the
community input and engagement process. MHA/In-Fill staff also attended all four meetings.
These four meetings were held to listen to our local subject matter experts about the important
issues in a more intimate setting. These meetings were an important forum to better engage
the local agencies, provide an update on what we were asking of them, and hear concerns they
were already aware of in their area of specialty. Therefore, the April 22nd Public Meeting serves
as the required public meeting with our Transformation Partners and that meeting is more fully
discussed at Section 10 with supporting documentation included at Appendix 17.
The initial Transformation Partner meetings were held on the dates noted below and
“thumbnail” summaries of each of those meetings are provided below.



Employment—February 23, 2017
Education—February 24, 2017
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Transportation—February 27, 2017
Healthcare—March 3, 2017

Although each meeting had different issues to discuss to identify the barriers and how to
address them, some common themes emerged. First, it was obvious that many of the most
critical problems identified during these meetings are deeply entrenched in our society and will
not be easily solved. These issues are not confined to the Defined Neighborhood, much less
Macon- Bibb County or Georgia. That said, Macon Bibb is blessed to have countless numbers of
hard working, dedicated and creative professionals who are committed to making a difference
in their community and the lives of those they serve. We were extremely impressed by their
willingness to meet with us to answer questions on “what works and what doesn’t work” and
their willingness to offer their services to this effort not knowing where the process will lead or
even how they would be affected. Further, we witnessed a tremendous willingness on behalf
of the Transformation Partners to collaborate with others and in fact we learned that a great
deal of collaboration across disciplinary lines has been underway for years. Examples of this
include Macon Bibb’s effort to obtain a Promise Neighborhood grant. Although unsuccessful,
the collaboration required by local agencies has nevertheless strengthened their willingness to
work together on future endeavors such as this Transformation Plan.
The following summarizes the identification of barriers and community assets that were
discussed at each of these four Transformation Partner meetings.
Employment:
At the February 23rd meeting on employment, barriers included: a) the lack of jobs in the
Defined Neighborhood, b) the fact that those jobs that are available are typically very lowpaying, c) the problems residents face if using public transportation to get to work, d) limited
child care availability, and of course, e) education. Those present noted the importance of
starting at the middle school level in teaching financial literacy, helping students at those grade
levels plan for a successful life beyond high school, and teaching them what excellent career
programs are available at local technical colleges--often with free tuition. Those at this meeting
urged us to focus on middle school so that young adults will be ready for the workforce.
Community assets were also identified, including the Buck Melton Community Center, where
numerous programs are available to assist neighborhood residents with becoming employable.
Other assets included after school tutoring by Mercer University students and the Career
Center on Anthony Road just a few blocks away.
Education:
At the February 24th meeting on education, barriers for post high school educational
opportunities included: a) difficulties with public transportation availability, b) child care
availability (a common theme), and c) a cultural mindset where higher education can be “an
abstract concept”. For the second day in a row, we were told how critically important it is to
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begin at the middle school level in teaching financial literacy, planning for a successful life
beyond high school, and helping youth understand what job programs are available at local
technical colleges that are often with free tuition. Equally important were the myriad problems
identified where kindergarten students and first graders come to school without having the
tools needed to learn. Programs such as the “Leader in Me” were touted as worth exploring for
Ingram Pye. It was noted that one “prison bed forecasting model” studies the number and
percent of third graders reading at grade level to determine the future prison bed need. While
a distressing concept to digest, the professional educators at the table were optimistic about
what we can accomplish. While not specifically barriers to just education, the problems related
to gangs, substance abuse and mental illness were also discussed.
Community assets were also identified. In addition to those assets noted above under the
employment component, others included the Head Start program at BMC, the First-Choice
Health facility at Ingram Pye Elementary School, Mercer University student-tutors at Ingram Pye
(more than 220 Mercer University students are involved in one or more tutoring programs!),
and summer opportunity programs.
Transportation:
At the February 27th meeting on transportation, barriers included: a) the cost of owning and
operating a car, b) a lack of funding available for the Macon Transit Authority (MTA) to increase
both the number and frequency of routes serving target area residents, c) the long commuting
times greatly hinders employment opportunities for area residents, d) the mindset or even
“stigma” of using public transportation in Macon (unlike major metropolitan areas), and e) the
lack of understanding the bus route system with its multiple transfers and wait times. Many
comments centered around the need for smart phone apps that would help transit riders
understand the bus route and transfer system. As difficult as the MTA system can be at times,
commenters noted that it was more useful than private taxi cabs and Uber is not fully
operational here. Neither taxis or Uber appear to be viable alternatives for the typical MTA
rider. The use of bicycles and or carpooling was also explored.
For its part, Macon Transit Authority is willing to provide additional routes along with more
busses and drivers should its funding levels permit.
Community assets were also identified. In addition to those assets noted above under the
employment and education components, others were the ongoing improvements to the Little
Richard Penniman/Second Street Corridor, b) bike lane improvements in the Corridor, and c)
school system transportation.
Health Care:
At the March 3rd meeting on health care, barriers included the following: a) prior Mercer
surveys indicated that 70% of surveyed residents had no medical home, b) hypertension, c)
diabetes, d) teen pregnancy, e) food insecurity, f) health literacy and g) lack of social support
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systems. It was noted that the overall poverty rates for the target area puts health care low
among the basic necessities for those who are uninsured. Safety was also frequently mentioned
and the consensus among this group was that neighborhood safety strongly influences one’s
concept of personal health and well-being.
Community assets identified included Navicent Health “community health coaches” Mercer’s
tutoring presence at Ingram Pye, the First Choice Primary Care health clinic at Ingram Pye, and
the Sheriff’s Office community meetings in the neighborhood on Ash Street.

8. The Survey Process and Results
The March 17th DCA Scoring Guidance requires us to “make substantial efforts to record
feedback from low income residents in the Defined Neighborhood.” This section therefore
describes the planning and the extensive steps we’ve taken to comply with this DCA
requirement. Although the 2017 QAP requires that the Transformation Team either survey low
income Defined Neighborhood residents, or hold at least two public access forums, we decided
to do “all of the above” to maximize the input and feedback from Defined Neighborhood
residents.
The Survey
Once the United Way joined our team as the Community Quarterback and learned about the
DCA survey requirement, they immediately engaged the services of Dr. Mary Alice Morgan,
Mercer University Senior Vice Provost for Service Learning and Professor of English and
Women’s Studies. Dr. Morgan had been involved in prior surveys with other local nonprofit
groups associated with the local Promise Neighborhood grants and her experience proved to be
invaluable throughout this process. In her faculty role Dr. Morgan not only works closely with
the Mercer University faculty who prepare surveys but she also supervised the Mercer students
who assist with the data collection and data tabulation.
From the earliest period in this process, Dr. Morgan and Lynda Brown worked with our team to
determine the appropriate questions to include in the survey. Dr. Morgan relied on her prior
survey experience as noted above but insisted that we get feedback from the four
Transformation Partners on the types of questions to be included. That is one of the major
reasons that the Transformation Partner meetings had to be held as early in the process as
possible, in order that we might better understand the survey questions that needed to be
included.
This was balanced, however, by the need to keep the survey instrument succinct enough so
that area residents would even agree to participate in the survey. We understood that getting
many residents of the neighborhood to participate could be difficult, especially when
approached by total strangers. We took the following steps to make sure participation would
be as high as possible.
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First, since the Defined Neighborhood includes several MHA public housing sites within its
boundary, MHA staff went door to door in those public housing communities. This enabled a
“familiar face” to conduct the survey and ensured as high a participation rate as possible.
Second, where door to door surveys were conducted, Mercer University “Service Scholars”
students had been briefed on proper survey techniques prior to going to the neighborhood.
They participated in the data collections efforts as part of their spring retreat and these surveys
were conducted on Saturday, April 1, 2017. A local community member representing OneSouth DCA, Tamara Glover, joined the group to serve as a guide. After dividing into teams of
four (two persons per house) the student volunteers spread out through the neighborhood to
knock on the doors of the residents. In addition to asking residents to respond to the survey,
volunteers distributed fliers advertising the first Public Meeting that was held on April 8th at the
Buck Melton Center. The Mercer Service Scholars approached 200 homes. For more
information about the survey process, please see Appendix 18.
Dr. Morgan reported that 43 surveys were obtained as a result of the Mercer University Service
Scholars canvassing the neighborhood. She reported that she was struck by the number of
long-term residents in the neighborhood and by the degree of satisfaction they feel about the
neighborhood and how connected they feel toward their neighbors. She noted that her
students remarked that “they (her students) barely know who their neighbors are, so clearly,
suburbia may not be the neighborly haven that it once was.”
Third, MHA staff mailed the survey instrument (along what a return stamped envelope) to the
former residents of Tindall Heights. We believed it would be very helpful to get their input with
this process, having just recently moved from Tindall. We also believed that this was an
appropriate exercise since former residents of Tindall have the highest priority to return,
thereby giving their responses some greater reliability and authenticity.
Finally, to create as much excitement and interest in this process as possible, the developer
agreed to pay for five $100 gift cards as a raffle that was a part of the April 22 nd pubic meeting.
This not only ensured great participation in the process but helped build excitement and draw
people to the second of the two public meetings held.
For the most part, the survey process began on March 31, 2017 and was completed on April 8,
2017. We were extremely pleased with the fact that more than 300 completed surveys were
received as a result of this citizen out-reach process.
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Tindall Fields Surveys Received
Location
Mercer (door-to-door)
Tattnall Place
Bowden
Felton
Murphy
Mailed in
4/8 event

No.
40
46
56
76
29
63
9

Total:

319

We believe that when considered in its entirety, the Transformation Team has gone well
beyond the DCA requirement “to make substantial efforts to record feedback from the
residents in the Defined Neighborhood.”
Please see Appendix 4 for the survey instrument.
Please see Appendix 5 for the survey results and their compilation.
The following are our itemized summary of results which are discussed in more detail at Section
12, detailing our goals and implementation strategies.
Employment




Increased internet and computer access opportunities
Increased training and skill building opportunities
Improved public transportation

Education





Childcare was a barrier to adult education
Transportation for adults and in a few cases, younger students
The cost of adult education
Health concerns were a barrier for some families

Transportation



Improved information about bus schedules and routes
Bus stops need to marked better
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Cost is a barrier to owning a personal vehicle

Health






Diabetes and heart disease are prevalent
Drug and alcohol abuse
Use of emergency room for primary care
Cost of health care
Lack of adequate lighting and security

9. The April 8, 2017 Public Meeting (Public Meeting #1)
Our first public meeting to engage the residents of the target area was held at the Buck
Melton Center (BMC) on Saturday, April 8, 2017. An MHA-owned and operated facility, the
BMC was selected as the site of the two public meetings for the following reasons. First is
its location; the BMC is conveniently located in the middle of the targeted area, directly on
the bus route and located directly across the street from Felton Homes (DCA 2010-502; a
“bond and 4% project”), and one block from Ingram Pye Elementary School. Moreover, the
BMC is well known through the community and is one of its primary assets, hosting myriad
agencies including an EOC Head Start Center, a Boys and Girls Club, a WIC Program office,
and Central Georgia Technical College classrooms. Third, its large community space with
ample parking and kitchen facilities made BMC the perfect location for our public
meetings.
We tried very hard to make sure that the public was well-informed about this meeting
using large, “block ad” newspaper advertisements, fliers located at the BMC and fliers
distributed with the survey instrument. The newspaper public advertisement ran on
Sunday, April 2nd and Wednesday, April 5th in the Macon Telegraph which are the highest
readership days according to their advertising department. In addition, the ad ran on April
4th in The Georgia Informer, a monthly newspaper targeted to minority populations.
Although two public meetings were not required by DCA since we had also conducted a
survey, United Way representatives thought it was also very important to have a more
informal conversation with the area residents that probed further than the survey
document could on its own. Therefore, the United Way created a forum where area
residents were asked to discuss their responses to six additional questions in a small group
format led by a Table Captain and recorder. United Way staff led a small in-service training
for the table leaders so that the discussions would go smoothly.
These questions were:
1. What support would help you use computers or the internet more?
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2. What would make you feel better about the childcare or education you or your child
receives?
3. What opportunities do you feel would you help you improve your financial situation?
4. What would make getting around town easier for you?
5. What changes would help you to improve your family’s health?
6. What neighborhood or community issues have we forgotten to ask about?
These questions were obviously open-ended with no correct or incorrect answers. Each
attendee was asked to give their honest response, no matter where that discussion might
follow.
These discussions elicited a great deal of insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the
target area, including “what is working”, “what is not working”, and the barriers target area
residents face in accessing services. Some of the identified challenges noted at this meeting
were:






Lack of a clear path to the information needed for residents to take advantage of
existing and available resources
Need for more computers with internet access
Additional quality affordable rental housing in the Defined Neighborhood
Assistance with the process of purchasing a vehicle
Easier access to low cost health care

Please see Appendix 16 for the following information regarding the April 8, 2017 Public
Meeting:









Copy of the public advertisement
Copy of flyer distributed to area residents
Sign-in sheet
A summary of the meeting
The six-question survey
Photographs showing notes from these discussions
Photos showing active participation from some of the table discussions
Notes from these table discussions in WORD format

10. The April 22, 2017 Public Meeting (Public Meeting #2)
Just like the first public meeting, we worked hard to make sure that the public was wellinformed about this meeting. We used large, “block ad” newspaper advertisements, fliers
located at the Buck Melton Center, the fliers distributed with the survey instrument, as well as
press release sent to all local media outlets including print, television, and radio. The
newspaper public advertisement ran on Sunday, April 16th and Wednesday, April 19 th in the
Macon Telegraph which are the highest readership days according to their advertising
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department. In addition, the ad ran on April 4th in The Georgia Informer, a monthly newspaper
targeted to minority populations.
The second Public Meeting was once again held at the Buck Melton Center for the reasons
noted above. One lesson learned from the first meeting was to hold the public meeting later in
the morning to attract more participation. In addition, this meeting was designed to allow for
target area resident questions, comments, and input one more time, but it was also our
opportunity to report back to the Defined Neighborhood residents on what we have learned so
far via the survey and public meeting process. Mayor Pro-Tem Bert Bivins III, himself a former
resident of Tindall Heights (and “former neighbor of Otis Redding”) along with Commissioner
Virgil Watkins, were also in attendance.
The highlights of the meeting included:
An extensive and enlightening question and answer session between the attendees and the
Community Quarterback and Community Based Developer. This “opening dialogue” lasted
more than 45 minutes and was an excellent opportunity for those associated with the Plan to
interact and gain the confidence of the attendees.
One comment from an area resident received considerable applause from everyone attending.
Robert Curry, Jr., a long-time resident of the neighborhood, stated his frustration that “if we
who live here don’t know how to access the services available then we can’t take advantage of
them. Others always end up getting the services they need and we end up with the crumbs.”
He added that “he hoped someone here will provide additional information about local housing
grant programs.” The United Way representative later commented that the “barrier of basic
information regarding what resources are even available” to area residents is one of the most
important matters that will have to be somehow addressed.
Dr. Danielle Howard, the principal of Ingram Pye Elementary School, echoed the sentiment
expressed by Mr. Curry but also noted that if Ingram Pye can become a better school, then the
entire neighborhood improves as a result. The area will become a good place for people to
want to move to, and she noted that the people representing the Transformation Partners are
trying to do just that. She added that one of the first commitments that may result from this
planning process was a program called “The Leader in Me.” This program had been initiated in
one or two other elementary schools in Bibb County, but it is a very expensive program and she
noted that the cost is well beyond the ability of Ingram Pye “parents” to pay for. She
expressed optimism that the program could really help reduce absenteeism and improve
student’s on-time attendance, in addition to improving their social skills and providing other
similar benefits, at her school. The impetus for the Leader in Me program coming to her school
was a direct result of our planning meetings!
Comments from Transformation Partners in the areas of Education and Health Care were well
received by those present. and Many Transformation Partners attended and many spoke about
programs available and engaged the attendees in further dialogue. Those in attendance
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included Beverlyn Ming from the Georgia Department of Public Health, Jose Rodriquez with
First Choice Heath Care, who reminded everyone that they operate a clinic at Ingram Pye.
Elbert McQueen, Senior Vice President, Post Acute Services, and Physician Relations with
Navicent Health, informed everyone about community case workers (volunteer “coaches” from
the community trained by Navicent to provide screening services with the community). Lisa
Datoc with the Regional Commission talked about their Workforce Development program to
help link local employers with potential employees.
Jennifer Lautzenheiser, representing the Washington Memorial Library, stated that they offer
computer services to anyone who desires to use one, as well as other services. She invited the
attendees to talk to her about any barriers that they face in accessing the public library
facilities.
Although no one from the Macon Transit Authority (MTA) could attend this meeting, the
problems with accessing public transportation were discussed. United Way staff noted that this
had been a reoccurring theme from both the surveys and first Public Meeting. The
Transformation Team hoped to be getting back with the MTA because one of the more pressing
issues appears to be how to access the bus route and transfer schedules.
This second public meeting was billed as a fun, family-friendly event and lived up to that
standard. We employed a DJ for outdoor music and entertainment, there was face painting and
balloon animals for the children and hamburgers and hotdogs were served. One of the events
attracting some keen attention was a raffle giving away five $100 gift cards. These gift cards
were drawn from names of all those who had completed a survey. Please see photo one of the
lucky winners, a former resident of Tindall Heights, as one of the lucky winners. Pictured with
her are Commissioner Watkins and Anthony Hayes, In-Fill Housing CEO.
Please see Appendix 17 for the following information regarding the April 22, 2017 Public
Meeting:








Copy of the public advertisement
Copy of flyer distributed to area residents
Sign-in sheet
A summary of the meeting
The Power Point presentation
Photographs showing active participation from Defined Neighborhood residents
Photos showing active participation from the Transformation Partners

11. The Barriers to Accessing Services
In its Scoring Guidance, page 13, DCA requires that we discuss:
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1. “the level to which the local population to be served (low income families in our case)
currently access community resources (e.g. education, health services, employment
and transportation)
2. the challenges the local population to be served face in accessing community
resources (e.g. education, health services, employment and transportation).”
The following is our response to these discussion topics:
Through the extensive Survey and Public Meeting processes, we discovered that the lowincome families living in the Defined Neighborhood were not making use of available
transportation, education, and health resources, due in no small part to the lack of
knowledge of the availability of those resources.
1) Current Access of Community Resources
o Fewer than 30% of families made use of public transportation available in
the Defined Neighborhood.
o More than 75% of families listed the emergency room as the primary source
of medical care
o Over 57% of families indicated that the cost of internet access was an
impediment to their using computers in the home
o During the public meetings, residents discussed the lack of a consistent way
to obtain information about resources available to residents of the defined
neighborhood

2) Challenges/Barriers to Accessing Community Resources
a) Families listed cost and “lack of trust in the system” as one of the primary barriers to their
use of the public transportation system.
All areas of the Plan are interconnected, but without effective and adequate
transportation, many of the other strategies we’ve identified will be unavailable to
community residents. Some of the barriers to transportation included the limited
knowledge about the options and routes for public transportation and the limited
knowledge of how to navigate public transportation.
We also heard a great deal about the lack of adequate bus stop signage in the Defined
Neighborhood. Many bus stops are unmarked, leaving potential riders unsure of how or
where to make use of the public transportation system. Maps were not available online
or in print that would provide residents with the information needed to get from one
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place to another in a timely manner. And, if there is a bus stop known, riders must stand
in the elements to wait for the next bus for an undetermined amount of time.
b) Families were unaware of the availability or felt they were unable to get to
available primary care options. Barriers to the use of available resources not only
included limited awareness of health care options, but difficulties with public
transportation and a lack of comfort with those locations was also cited.
c) Families listed cost as a primary barrier to the availability of computer and
internet access, which in turn reduced their ability to access many job
opportunities on line
d) Families often relied on word-of-mouth or social media for information, but felt
this was inadequate, often incorrect, and not available to everyone. This was
noted at our April 22, 2017 Public Meeting, when Robert Curry, Jr., a long-time
resident of the neighborhood, stated his frustration that “if we who live here don’t
know how to access the services available then we can’t take advantage of them.
Others always end up getting the services they need and we end up with the
crumbs.” He added that “he hoped someone here will provide additional
information about local housing grant programs.”
12.Community Transformation Plan Goals and Implementation Strategies
On Page 13 of the March 17, 2017 “Scoring Guidance”, DCA first requires that we provide an
“assessment of the existing Community Revitalization Plan or other existing/past strategies
directly affecting the Defined Neighborhood.”
Macon’s Urban Redevelopment Plan (its name for the Community Revitalization Plan) has its
origins from 2011 when the City of Macon officially adopted it. On January 1, 2014, the City of
Macon and Bibb County officially consolidated their two governments; the newly-formed
consolidated Macon Bibb Commission thereafter adopted the City’s Plan with minor
amendments in May 2014. In April 2015 Macon Bibb County updated the Plan to incorporate
other areas of the County (the Tindall Heights area was not affected in any way by this update.)
In April 2016, the Plan was subsequently amended with minor updates and in May 2017 the
Plan was once again amended and approved with minor revisions.
This is strong evidence that the Urban Redevelopment Plan (“URP”) is a living, breathing
document and not simply another “plan on a shelf.” Since its original inception in 2011, it has
been amended in 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. At each of those revisions, public hearings have
been held along with additional public discussion in a variety of formats and venues.
The URP and the Transformation Plan are also two documents that “fit hand in glove” but this is
not simply a happy coincidence. Rather, this is a result of far-sighted planning by the Mayor
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and local officials who created a Tax Allocation District which directly abutted Tindall Heights.
Simultaneously, the Macon Housing Authority had applied three times to the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development for HOPE VI funds (2008, 2009 and 2010) for the
transformative redevelopment of Tindall Heights. By then, Tindall Heights had become
physically and functionally obsolete under any standard, but those HOPE VI applications were
all rejected due to technical reasons, not because of need. When the City of Macon’s Urban
Development Plan was first created in 2011 the City of Macon’s TAD planning and MHA HOPE
VI planning were both well underway in symbiotic fashion, which enabled the Urban
Redevelopment Plan to incorporate MHA’s redevelopment plans into the greater vision as both
plans evolved.
At several places in the URP various strategies are found that directly (and positively) affect the
Transformation Plan’s Defined Neighborhood, as noted below:
On Page 7 of the URP, its noted that both the Second Street Development project and
the Mercer University pedestrian bridge (using the TAD funds) enhance the appearance
and safety of the Defined Neighborhood. The Second Street Development project has
improved pedestrian safety with wider sidewalks, new lighting, and bike lanes. The
Mercer University pedestrian bridge has opened the Mercer campus to area residents
and has helped spur $45 mm in private development with new eateries, a hotel, and loft
housing.
Recent neighborhood parks and recreation improvements are highlighted on Pages 8
and 9 of the URP. Several of these are in the Defined Neighborhood and have been
recently improved with local SPLOST and/or local foundation funds. A map showing the
location of these improvements immediately follows on Page 9.
“Strategy 2” on Page 62 of the URP describes in some detail the local efforts to combat
blight using the Macon Bibb County Land Bank Authority to “facilitate the acquisition
and transfer of property for use in the development of affordable housing by non-profit
and private developers….”
The list titled “Projects Anticipated to be Undertaken 2016-2017” on Page 64 of the URP
refers to local Macon Bibb County blight bonds earmarked to alleviate blight throughout
the County. Project #14 labeled “Central South/Tindall Heights project” shows more
than $700,000 in blight funds designated for the Defined Neighborhood, with 38
structures identified to be demolished.
Please see “Update on Status of Affordable Housing Initiatives” on Page 115 of the URP.
The description of improvements both underway and planned for Tindall Seniors
Towers, Tindall Fields I, Tindall Fields II and Tindall Fields III are all for transformative
projects all located within the Defined Neighborhood. An estimated $45 million in
public and private investment will have been targeted to the Defined Neighborhood for
the redevelopment of Tindall Heights once all phases are complete.
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In our opinion these strategies noted above are accurate in their description, appropriate in
both their scale and feasibility, and current in their deployment.
On Page 13 of the March 17, 2017 “Scoring Guidance,” DCA requires that we document that
the Urban Redevelopment Plan “calls for the rehabilitation or production of affordable rental
housing as a policy goal for the community.”
The Macon Bibb Urban Development Plan calls for the production of affordable rental housing
at “Strategy 13” on Page 63, where it reads in part “…invest in next steps to ensure affordable
housing for all, specifically the production of affordable rental housing.”
On Page 13 of the March 17, 2017 “Scoring Guidance,” DCA requires that we “designate
implementation measures along with specific timeframes for the achievement of such
policies and housing activities.”
The Defined Neighborhood has many assets including the residents, a regional hospital and
many other health facilities, neighborhood public schools, a public technical college, and a
major university all in very proximity to the neighborhood. Public Transportation is available
and many nonprofit agencies already have a presence in the neighborhood in order to provide
needed services. New affordable housing is on its way at Tindall Seniors Towers.
However, through this process of creating a Transformation Plan, we found the deficits and
barriers we expected, but we also discovered new barriers and, with our partners, have also
identified strategies to overcome them.
1. Addressing the Challenges for Affordable Housing and Our Solution
Affordable rental housing that provides a quality living environment for seniors and families
was the first activity that needed to be addressed. This process began over ten years ago, with
several failed attempts to replace the massive and obsolete Tindall Heights public housing by
using HUD HOPE VI funds. That HOPE VI funding proved to be elusive, but if “there is a time for
every purpose…” then the replacement housing now underway on the site of the former Tindall
Heights proves that point. The fact is, nothing transformative was going to occur in the
Defined Neighborhood if the obsolete Tindall Heights was still there.
Now that the public at large and the residents of the Defined Neighborhood have seen firsthand that change is finally taking place at the Tindall Heights site, then the motivation to really
transform the neighborhood really took hold. And concurrently, the Defined Neighborhood
needs the new housing resources. 412 units were removed with the demolition of Tindall, the
MHA replacement plan calls for a more viable 270 units to be built back.
In-Fill Housing and Macon Housing Authority are deeply invested and committed to seeing all
four phases of the Tindall Redevelopment Plan come to fruition, and MHA has invested more
than $2.4 million of its scarce non-federal funds to ensure that this is possible. The following
schedule is anticipated:
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Phase

Awarded Credits

Placed in Service

Tindall Seniors Towers

2015

2018

Tindall Fields I

2016

2019

Tindall Fields II

2017

2020

Tindall Fields III

2018

2021

2. Addressing the Challenges for Transportation and Our Solutions
In response to the barriers to public transportation identified above on Pages 26-7, Macon
Transit Authority (MTA) has agreed to fund the replacement of signs in the neighborhood to
mark all bus stops. These signs will not only mark bus stops, but will also indicate ways for
interested residents to get further information about the stop. Both a phone number and a
website will be listed on the signs. This process will begin in 2018 and will continue over time
until all bus stops are marked.
MTA has also made newly printed brochures showing bus routes and timing of these routes
available to residents. In addition, the MTA website is a resource to all potential riders.
These steps, however, did not resolve the issue of providing residents with the knowledge and
comfort needed to make full use of the available system of public transportation. As a part of
the Transformation Plan meetings, key partners at the table discussed strategies and solutions.
MTA has agreed to provide annual "Train the Trainer" opportunities to designated Macon
Housing Authority Resident Initiative (RI) staff members. These RI staff members will then
provide training on a quarterly basis at the Buck Melton Community Center, centrally located
within the Defined Neighborhood, to any interested residents. This training will cover all
aspects of use of the MTA system to both encourage and inform residents about what is
available, how to access the system for education, health, and jobs. Fees, schedules, transfers,
discounts and how to get more information about public transportation will be discussed. To
measure success, MTA will report changes in ridership after each of the training sessions. This
is planned to begin in 2019.
Residents will also benefit from the addition of a covered bench bus stop in the neighborhood.
More of these will be added as locations and funds are available. With greater knowledge of
schedules and stops, residents will also need less time outdoors waiting for a bus. This work
will begin in FYE 2018. Please see Appendix 3 for the support letter from MTA.
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3. Addressing the Challenges for Healthcare and Our Solutions
Navicent Health (formerly The Medical Center of Central Georgia) is the region’s largest
hospital and based within the Defined Neighborhood. Navicent recently conducted an analysis
of the health of residents of the area. Through the survey process for this proposal, health
concerns were also addressed. In both cases, preventable diseases such as diabetes and heart
disease were prevalent among residents.
The First Choice Primary Care health clinic is now available for the neighborhood at Ingram-Pye
Elementary School (the neighborhood school), and some Defined Neighborhood residents
make use of this facility. The Buck Melton Center, also located within the neighborhood,
houses a WIC clinic, and offers sports and wellness activities.
Strategies include the MOU with First Choice Primary Care for onsite Wellness health screening
and information sessions that will be available for Tindall Fields residents at the Tindall Fields
Community Center. Since Tindall Fields II is the second of three phases, the Healthy Housing
Initiative will actually start a year early upon the completion of the Tindall Fields I Community
Center, which is expected to be available by early 2019. First Choice Primary will also
encourage neighborhood residents to use their nearby clinic at Ingram Pye. Navicent Health
has offered to provide needed equipment and materials and to work with First Choice Primary
Care to ensure staffing and availability of sliding scale services for low income families.
Please see the support letter from First Choice Primary Care in Appendix 3.
Navicent Health has offered to help in two ways with the transformation effort. First, it will
conduct weekly health screening services for the residents of Tindall Seniors Towers, which is
our first phase of the Tindall redevelopment effort. These services will be offered free of
charge. Navicent plans to begin in spring 2018 with the placed in service date and expects 10
participants by July 2018, 30 participants by January 2019 and 50 residents by March 2019.
In addition, Navicent will recruit and train Defined Neighborhood residents to serve as “Peer
Heath Coaches” who will be guided to develop a case load of 10-15 residents with two or more
chronic health problems. The Peer Coaches will be trained to conduct vital sign checks and
diabetic education. By the end of Year One (2018) this effort will result in 50-75 residents in
the Defined Neighborhood involved with a Peer Coach; by Year Two (2019) they expect to have
150-225 residents involved.
Please see the support letter from Navicent at Appendix 3.
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4. Addressing the Challenges of Insufficient Information and Our Solutions
It became very clear as discussions were held that the resources that are readily available
are not broadly known or understood by Defined Neighborhood residents. Attempts by
residents to learn about resources often resulted in frustration. Without a clear, consistent
way to get information to residents, strategies will not be as successful as might otherwise
be expected. United Way of Central Georgia has offered a strategy to assist with this
problem.
The United Way of Central Georgia (UWCG) 211 system has been in the community for many
years and is a recognized method for providing reliable information to community members
via phone and internet. UWCG will, for this project, provide a Resource Guide for the
Defined Neighborhood that will cover all aspects of assistance including Healthcare,
Education, Transportation, Employment, Basic Needs, Tax Assistance, Veterans Services,
Housing, and other areas of interest to the neighborhood. This guide will be available online
through the United Way website, but also available via a phone call – 211.
United Way will begin to begin the process of collecting information from all available
resources for the creation of the guide in June 2017. By January 2018, the guide will be
available.
United Way will provide information sessions at the Buck Melton Center in collaboration
with other orientations offered, to ensure knowledge of and comfort with use of the 211
system and the Tindall Fields Resource Guide. In addition, flyers, brochures, and/or other
printed materials, including posters, will be available for distribution throughout the
neighborhood. Volunteers will be utilized to go door-to-door within the Defined
Neighborhood to distribute information related to 211. Macon Housing Authority staff will
do the same door to door outreach for all the public housing residents living in the Defined
Neighborhood. Volunteers and staff providing this service will be trained and capable of
assisting residents in learning more about use of the 211 system and the resource guide. This
process will be repeated annually for at least a five-year period.
Please see the support letter from the United Way of Central Georgia in Appendix 3.
5. Addressing the Challenges for Employment Opportunities and Our Solutions
Many Defined Neighborhood residents indicated that they did not have access to internet
connected devices other than cell phones. While cell phone connectivity is useful, it is not
the best option for residents who wish to look for job opportunities or take advantage of
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online training opportunities. Currently, there are computers available at the Washington
Memorial Library and at the Buck Melton Community Center. However, the number of
computers available is not adequate for the size of the neighborhood.
As a result of the need expressed by residents, Macon Housing Authority (MHA) will
increase the number of available internet connected computers from 2 to 6 and will offer
training on
the use of the computers, job searches, resume building and other skills needed when
applying for employment. These computers will be installed during 2018.
In addition, MHA will also provide a computer center for Tindall Fields residents on site. These
8 computers will be internet connected and will allow for resident use for educational and
employment purposes. The center will also be used to offer training to resident’s dependents
on identified needs and requests of those future residents.
Please see Appendix 3 for the MHA support letter.

6. Addressing the Challenges for Education and Our Solutions
Two very different implementation strategies were conceived because of our Transformation
Planning.
First, it became clear to all of us involved in this process that the residents of the Defined
Neighborhood consider Ingram Pye Elementary School one of its most valuable assets, and Dr.
Danielle Howard, the principal, personally reflects that neighborhood pride in her school. She
appeared at several of our planning meetings including the April 22nd Buck Melton Public
meeting where she urged neighborhood residents to become more involved in the
neighborhood issues affecting them. The need for a strong Ingram Pye to help elementary
children who may be lacking in other resources has been a local concern, and shortly after our
Transformation planning began, the Griffith Family Foundation was interested in underwriting
the “Leader in Me” program for the school.
The Leader in Me Program is based on the premise that every student possesses the unique
strengths and abilities to be a leader. The program integrates leadership development into
existing school programs and curricula and serves as a foundational operating system for the
school, improving relationship between students and teachers, transforming culture, and
motivating staff, teachers, and the students. The school, the Bibb County School System, and
the neighborhood residents are elated to have this opportunity at their school. The Leader in
Me program is scheduled to begin after the development is first placed in service.
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Please see Appendix 3 for the Griffith Family Foundation support letter.
Second, the partners also wanted to focus on the Defined Neighborhood’s middle school
children, a difficult time for most children under the best of circumstances. Mercer University
is leading an effort with strong partnership support from the Bibb County School District, the
Mid-South Financial FCU, Operation HOPE, and In-Fill Housing. This innovative new program is
named “Investing in Families’ Future (IFF).
Investing in Families’ Future (IFF) program braids together three interventions: Children’s
Savings Accounts (CSA), multi-generational financial literacy, and mentoring. IFF’s
comprehensive approach to changing families’ financial culture is innovative because it links
mentoring to financial literacy and addresses the whole family with long-term education and
support.
IFF will target middle schoolers because of the academic, social, and behavioral challenges they
face with the transition into and out of middle school. IFF extrapolates for our three Tindall
Fields developments an estimated 40 middle schoolers.
CSA offers custodial accounts seeded with $100 deposits and grown over time. Low-income
children with $500 or less in savings are three times more likely to enroll in college and four
times more likely to graduate. The Griffith Family Foundation (Foundation) committed $5,000
seed funding, and MidSouth Community Federal Credit Union (MidSouth) will house accounts
and provide financial incentives to workshop attendees.
The IFF Program is scheduled to begin in January 2019 with the placed in service date of Tindall
Fields I.
Please see Appendix 3 for the letters from Mercer University, Bibb County School District &
Griffith Family Foundation in support of the IFF Program.

On Page 13 of the March 17, 2017 “Scoring Guidance,” DCA requires that we “include a
discussion of resources that will be utilized to implement the plan”
One of the pleasant ironies to come from this Transformation Planning process is that for some
of the challenges and goals identified, the cost of the soliton is not exorbitant. We believe that
in some cases the reallocation of existing resources may be more important. This isn’t true in
every case, but as noted below, the planning process has helped us see that in some cases all
that’s required is some reallocation of resources and not new ones. The list below corresponds
to the “challenges/solutions” lists above.
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1. Provide more affordable housing to the Defined Neighborhood. The exception to the
rule, we hope that we are fortunate to receive an allocation of tax credits for Phase 3
of the Tindall Heights redevelopment.
2. Macon Transit Authority has assured us that they have the internal resources necessary
to pay for the cost of their commitments.
3. a. First Choice Primary Care has offered to champion the Healthy Housing Initiative at
the Tindall Fields Community Center on a monthly basis at no cost. Here is a good
example of a reallocation of their existing resources to meet this challenge.
b. Navicent Health will pay for both its “Tower Medicine” and Community Health
Coaches from its own resources, and is seeking grant funding in order that some of the
Health Coaches can be paid positions in addition to having volunteers.
4. The United Way has pledged to implement the 2-1-1 program in the Defined
Neighborhood from its own resources for five years, another good example of an entity
reallocating their existing resources to meet this challenge.
5. Macon Housing Authority will purchase the additional computers for job seekers and
pay for all set up and ongoing costs from its own resources.
6. a. We are fortunate to live in a community where the private sector recognizes the
needs of others. The Griffith Family Foundation has pledged $50,000 for the Leader in
Me program and the seed money for the IFF program, a clear example of how the
Transformation Process is already working in our community.
b. Other IFF support comes from Mercer University, which already pays for student
mentors in the Bibb County School District (BCSD.) BCSD is collaborating in this effort
but this requires almost no cash outlay from them. Operation HOPE is using its own
internal resources to provide the financial literacy program, and MidSouth FCU is
setting up saving accounts for the mentorees at no cost to the IFF program.
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Introduction
Background
In 2011, the City of Macon recognized that many areas within the city were suffering from
disinvestment, crime, poverty, a decline in economic opportunity, and the deterioration of quality
housing stock, and sought to remedy the problem. In response, the City of Macon adopted an
Urban Redevelopment Plan to guide redevelopment efforts. Over the years, circumstances
changed, goals were met, new strategies were developed and the plan subsequently needed
updating. Additionally, in 2014 the City of Macon and Bibb County consolidated to form the
Macon-Bibb County government. The 2011 plan was amended the same year to include areas
within the county and to reflect the new government’s name. However, elected officials and
Macon-Bibb County government staff felt that updating the plan and analyzing all parts of the
county would greatly benefit the newly consolidated government.
This plan, developed as an update to the 2011 City of Macon Urban Redevelopment Plan, is
comprised of 13 sections, each analyzing the specific aspects of the existing conditions found
throughout Macon-Bibb County. These sections include an analysis of data, a field inventory, and
recommended strategies for redevelopment. Development of the Macon-Bibb County Urban
Redevelopment Plan hinged on the engagement of elected officials, county staff, the public, the
Macon-Bibb County Planning and Zoning Commission and data provided by various county
departments.
About Macon-Bibb County
Macon-Bibb County is located in Middle Georgia, approximately 70 miles south of Atlanta and 150
miles northwest of Savannah. Mostly urban in nature, Macon-Bibb County encompasses 255
square miles and has a population of 155,524 making it the 13th largest county in the State.i
The county is home to nine institutions of higher education and three major hospitals that provide
world-class care, including the area’s only Level One trauma center. Macon-Bibb County is also
the cultural center for the Middle Georgia region with the Museum of Arts and Sciences, Tubman
African American Museum, Macon Symphony Orchestra, and Georgia Sports Hall of Fame. In
addition, Macon-Bibb County has a strong presence of historic resources, such as the Ocmulgee
National Monument, Fort Hawkins, the Ocmulgee River, 10 historic districts and numerous
structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The county is also home to six annual
festivals and a multitude of events, including the Macon Cherry Blossom Festival, Ocmulgee Indian
Festival, Tubman Pan African Festival, Mid-Summer Macon, Arrowhead Indian Festival, and many
others.
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The city and county once relied on the textile industry for its economic foundation. These
industries have not only left the area, but for the most part have left the country. This shift resulted
in the county scrambling to replace lost jobs, maintain current jobs, and create new opportunities
for residents. Because of these economic hardships, the county now has a lower income level and
higher crime rates than both the State of Georgia and national averages. In 2013, the per capita
income for the county was $20,982, roughly 18% less than Georgia’s per capita income of $25,182
and 29 % less than the U.S.’s per capita income of $28,155. As Georgia has a poverty rate of 18.2%,
Macon-Bibb County’s greatly exceeds the state’s, with a poverty rate of 24.9%. Like many urban
centers, the area is plagued with depressed incomes and high poverty rates, thus unemployment,
crime, and most of all, blight, continues to expand.
Purpose of the Plan
The 2016 Macon-Bibb County Urban Redevelopment Plan strives to develop strategies which will
reduce the amount of blight within the county and subsequently increase the quality of life for
residents. This plan examines existing conditions and potential strategies to combat the problem
of blight. It also identifies gaps in the county’s current policies and seeks to prioritize these into
actionable projects with goals that can be measured. During the planning process, crime, poverty,
code enforcement, and development data were analyzed and a field inventory was conducted.
Following these activities, strategies were developed to address the findings.
In 2017, the county recognized the need to update the Urban Redevelopment Plan to reflect the
fast-paced efforts underway to meet the goals set forth in the original plan. Updates serve to
highlight completed projects, existing projects, and new projects undertaken. A Report of
Accomplishments has been compiled to document these actions. Additionally, the “Other
Redevelopment Efforts” section is updated to include parks and recreation enhancements in the
Urban Redevelopment Area. Macon-Bibb County places a premium on these upgrades as a tool
to combat blight because investment in parks and recreation serves as a tool for blight mitigation
and the enrichment of quality of life for all. Minor updates to existing strategies were made and
a strategy focused on ensuring the availability of affordable housing is also included.
Legal Authority
The Urban Redevelopment Act (O.C.G.A §36‐61‐1) was adopted by the Georgia State Legislature
in 1955 and has since been amended several times, most recently in 2015. The Act enables local
governments to utilize broad powers to redevelop blighted or threatened areas of the community.
To access the redevelopment powers allowable under the Act, a local government must undergo
the following process:
•
•
•
•

Define boundaries of an Urban Redevelopment Area.
Develop a draft Urban Redevelopment Plan.
Hold a public Hearing.
Adopt a “Finding of Necessity”, declaring that there exist pockets of blight which constitute
a serious and growing menace, injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and welfare
of the residents of this state. This resolution declares that certain pockets of blight or
portions thereof may require acquisition, clearance, and disposition subject to use
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•

restrictions. Additionally, this resolution declares that public money may be expended and
the power of eminent domain may be exercised for the purposes of removing blight.
Adopt the Urban Redevelopment Plan and designate an Urban Redevelopment Agency
responsible for implementation.

Comprehensive Plan Consistency
The Urban Redevelopment Plan is consistent with Macon-Bibb County’s 2030 Comprehensive
Plan. Components of the Community Agenda, specifically the Community Vision Statement,
Future Development Strategies, and Implementation Goals, were used to guide the development
of this plan. The Macon-Bibb County Comprehensive Plan 2030 lays out the following vision:

“

In the year 2030 Macon and Bibb County, Georgia will be a dynamic community encouraging
balanced growth with sensitivity to quality of design while ensuring environmental safeguards.
We will embrace our diverse population, providing a full range of employment, cultural and
economic choices. Our neighborhoods, commerce and mobility will reflect an interconnection
that promotes continuity and wise transitions. The foundation and spirit of our public involvement
activities will draw strength from unity and a civic-minded approach which inspires, instills, and
sustains a true stewardship of community.

“

Strategies contained within the Urban Redevelopment Plan complement the development
strategies found within The Macon-Bibb County Comprehensive Plan 2030.
The Planning Process
Macon-Bibb County utilized the Middle Georgia Regional Commission to assist plan preparation,
while the nine members of the Macon-Bibb County Board of Commissioners served as the steering
committee for the development of the plan. The Macon-Bibb Planning and Zoning Commission
provided the mapping and GIS services for the plan. Many meetings took place during the planning
process, most of which occurred during regularly scheduled work sessions of the Macon-Bibb
County Commissioners. The process began by using data models to identify areas of the county
that suffered from pockets of blight. These data models consisted of the following data: Crime,
code violations, existing and future land use, and poverty. After narrowing down a proposed urban
redevelopment area, a field inventory was conducted. The Macon-Bibb Commissioners whose
districts are located within the URA were given the opportunity to tour their districts with MGRC
staff. These tours showed the complexities of blight within the area, and the Commissioners
offered constructive comments and ideas which were incorporated into the plan. A draft of the
plan was presented to the Macon-Bibb County Board of Commissioners on April 12, 2016. A public
hearing was also held on April 12, 2016 to present a draft of the plan and the Urban
Redevelopment Area boundaries to the public. After gathering feedback from the public and
elected officials, a final draft was presented to the Macon-Bibb County Commissioners on April 19,
2016, where a “Finding of Necessity” declaring that conditions of blight exist within the Urban
Redevelopment Area and a Plan Adoption Resolution were approved.
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Updates to the Urban Redevelopment Plan were undertaken in 2017. Once again, Macon-Bibb
County utilized the Middle Georgia Regional Commission to assist in the process. Two public
listening sessions were held in April—on the 8th and 22nd—in which public input regarding quality
of life of residents was sought. These sessions shed light on conditions within the Urban
Redevelopment Area and influenced the proposed updates presented to the public at a public
hearing on May 2, 2017. Commentary received during the public hearing was integrated into the
final updates to the Urban Redevelopment Plan. The plan was then presented to the Board of
Commissioners for adoption on May 16, 2017.
Other Redevelopment Efforts
Developing a new unified Urban Redevelopment Plan is just one part of a larger, ongoing process
to eliminate blight. Other the past several years Macon-Bibb County has undertaken several
redevelopment projects; an abridged list with descriptions can be seen below. In addition to these
large-scale projects, each year Macon-Bibb County, and its predecessor, City of Macon have utilized
CDBG funds for demolition of abandoned, blighted structures.
❖ The Second Street Corridor project is a downtown redevelopment effort intended to bring
together the area that stretches from East Macon through downtown, connecting to Little
Richard Penniman and Mercer University Boulevards, and create gateways into MaconBibb County at both ends. This $8M Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST)
funded project consists of adding sidewalks, bicycle lanes, lighting, landscaping, and
upgrading stormwater systems. Several of the projects are complete or underway.
o Vision Block – The block of Second Street between Cherry and Poplar Streets that
features bike lanes, reverse angle parking, landscaping, shade trees, benches,
improved sidewalks, an irrigation system, and more will be replicated all along the
Corridor.
o Connector – A vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian bridge connecting Little Richard
Penniman Boulevard with Second Street. The first phase has been completed,
creating a more pedestrian friendly street with an expanded park and realigned
intersection.
o MidCity Square – A new park located at the intersection of Second and Pine Streets.
Several of the properties have been purchased and the buildings have been torn
down to make way for new greenspace.
o Pinnacle Park – Located on the site of the former Boys and Girls Club, this will be a
passive park with trails, benches, landscaping, and a great view of downtown. Work
on this new green space in the Tindall Heights neighborhood is ongoing.
❖ Mercer University Drive Pedestrian Bridge – Using Tax Allocation District bond funding,
Macon-Bibb County built a signature pedestrian bridge over Mercer University Drive
connecting Mercer Landing with the Mercer University Campus. This bridge serves as a
gateway into the city. Its construction helped bring almost $50M in investment in
Tindall Heights which converted a high density obsolete public housing neighborhood
into a low density mixed-income neighborhood.
❖ Brownfields Revitalization Project - Macon-Bibb County has been awarded a $400,000
grant from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to begin the revitalization of
the Downtown Industrial District (DID). The grant will allow Macon-Bibb County to
establish a
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contamination assessment and redevelopment feasibility pilot as an example for ongoing
revitalization of Brownfield Sites in the DID.
Macon-Bibb County further recognizes that the development and/or enhancement of parks and
recreation centers adds immeasurably to the quality of life for its citizens. Several of these
improvements are underway in the Urban Redevelopment Area, which includes the Tindall Heights
area, where a proposed Transformation Plan designed to enhance the delivery of support services to
area residents is well underway. A map of improvement activity is provided on the following page.
Parks and recreation center enhancements in and surrounding the Urban Redevelopment Area
include:
❖ Improvements to Central City Park have been funded with $6 million from the voterapproved Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST). The recently completed second
phase cost the county approximately $3.7 million and included: an urban skate park with
ramps and stairs; half a mile of new sidewalks through the Park; two new pavilions;
four new multipurpose fields (football, soccer, and lacrosse) with irrigation; a new
concessions stand with restrooms at the softball fields; a new concession stand and
restroom facility for the multipurpose fields and skate park; two new standalone
restroom facilities; demolition of nine dilapidated buildings; removal the overhead power
lines; and power and sewer lines underground to better serve events. Additionally, the
number of RV spots was increased from 41 to 72, and working electrical and water lines were
added to meet the demands of festivals, fairs, tournaments, and visitors.
Prior to this phase of work, SPLOST funds were used to improve the Round Building (new
windows, doors, paint, and electrical system, and opening the windows at the top for better
ventilation) and the Bandstand (repaired woodwork and painting). The Parks and Recreation
Offices in Central City Park also received a new roof, new paint, upgraded electrical systems,
and fiber optic lines installed. The next phase of the project is expected to include the
addition of a competition bowl to the skate park, lighting the multipurpose fields, rebuilding
the softball fields, adding parking, and adding more sidewalks through the park.
❖ The renovation and recent reopening of the Frank Johnson Recreation Center, funded by
SPLOST funds at a cost of $939,000. Located at 2227 Mercer University Dr., this facility has
meeting rooms, a game room, gym, swimming pool, playground, tennis courts, baseball field,
outdoor basketball courts, and picnic shed.
❖ The ongoing improvement of Mattie Smith Park, located at the intersections of Telfair Street,
Nussbaum Avenue, and Little Richard Penniman Boulevard.
❖ The complete renovation and recent reopening of the Memorial Park Community Center, at
a cost of over $2.5 million. Located at 2465 Second Street, Memorial Gym is one of the oldest
recreational facilities in Bibb County. This Community Center has meeting rooms, a game
room, gym, swimming pool, outdoor basketball court, baseball field, playground and picnic
shed.
❖ The development of the new Pinnacle Park, located at the intersection of Edgewood Avenue
and Second Street on the site of the former Boys and Girls Club, where $100,000 was
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earmarked for various improvements including trails, benches, and landscaping. The result
is a pedestrian friendly park with a wonderful view of downtown Macon.
❖ Extensive improvements to Tattnall Square Park at the intersection of College Street and
Coleman Avenue, which include more than $662,456 in SPLOST funds. Tattnall Square Park
is one of the crown jewels of Macon-Bibb park system and incudes picnic areas, shelter,
playground, restrooms, tennis courts, fountain, and pavilion. SPLOST funds were used to
replace the tennis courts and upgrade the Tennis Center as part of a larger effort by many
organizations who covered the cost of planting of trees, new sidewalks in the park, a rain
garden, and new entrances into the park.
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Distress Indicators
Data from a variety of sources was analyzed to determine trends within Macon-Bibb County. The
data indicates areas of the county that have a prevalence of poverty, criminal activity, code
enforcement violations, and vacant and underutilized lots. Education, labor force, demographic,
and tax digest data were also examined.
Distress Indicator 1: Poverty
Poverty data was obtained from the 2009–2013 5-year American Community Survey (ACS)
estimates report B17021. As seen in Figure 1, the greatest concentrations of poverty are within
the middle and eastern portions of the county. The western side of Macon-Bibb County has
significantly less poverty with three block groups having between 0-5% poverty. In Macon-Bibb
County, 82 of the 126 block groups have individuals whose income in the past 12 months was
below the poverty level.
Figure 1: County Poverty Rates by Census Block Groups
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Figure 2 shows the Census Block Groups in Macon-Bibb County which have greater than 15% of
the population in poverty. As seen below, the census block groups with poverty rates 15% or
higher are heavily concentrated within the downtown core and to the east, extending along
Interstate 75. The areas on the western end of the county and a small area in the southern portion
of the county are the only areas that neither have greater than 15% poverty nor border a census
block group with those conditions. Census block groups with, or adjacent to those with, greater
than 15% poverty have increased potential to suffer from the conditions occurring in the highpoverty block groups.

Figure 2: Census Block Groups with Greater Than 15% Poverty
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According to 2009-2013 5-Year ACS estimates, out of the 148,772 persons for whom poverty
status is determined within Macon-Bibb County, 37,039 are estimated to be below the poverty
level. Of those 37,039 persons, 2% have a Bachelor’s degree, 12% have some college or associate’s
degree, 18% are high school graduates, and 18% do not have a High School Diploma or equivalent.
Table 3, below, shows the population for whom poverty status is determined by age. For persons
under 18 years of age, 37% live below the poverty level. For persons aged 18- 64 years, 22% live
below the poverty level. For persons 65 years and over, 13% live below the poverty level. Such a
predominance of poverty within the county is conducive to the presence of blighted conditions.
This level of poverty is one of the causes of disinvestment in the area as it prevents businesses and
neighborhoods from thriving. As seen in Figure 1 and 2 and Tables 1-3, it is clear that portions of
the county suffer from pervasive poverty.

Educational Attainment Ages 25-64

Table 1
Below Poverty Level

Total

Less than a high school graduate

6,578

16,267

High school graduate (or equivalent)

6,601

31,369

Some college or associate’s degree

4,381

26,665

Bachelor’s degree or higher

1,008

22,285

Work Status

Table 2
Below Poverty Level

Total

Worked full-time, year-round in the past
12 months

440

10,429

Worked less than full-time, year-round in
the past 12 months

2,799

5,692

Did not work

5,951

11,518

Age

Table 3
Below Poverty Level

Total

Under 18 years

14,361

39,064

18 to 64 years

20,200

90,280

65 years and over

2,478

19,428
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Distress Indicator 2: Criminal Activity
Another indicator of distress is the prevalence of crime. According to the Bibb County Sheriff’s
Office, in 2014 there were 10,279 incidents of crime county-wide. As seen in Figure 3 below, there
are concentrations of crime within the urban core and the immediate surrounding areas. Also,
concentrations occur around major transportation thoroughfares such as Zebulon Road, Riverside
Drive, Lamar Road, Vineville Avenue, and Shurling Drive.
Areas where blight exists can be conducive to criminal activity. For example, abandoned structures
that are not secured are open for criminal activity. The presence of crime is having a detrimental
and transformative effect on the character and nature of the community.
Figure 3: 2014 Crime Incidents
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The figures below illustrate the number of property crimes that were committed throughout the
county in 2014. These crimes include: arson, burglary, motor vehicle theft, and larceny. These
statistics were also included in Figure 3 on the previous page. As seen in the maps, the highest
concentrations of property crimes occurred in the middle of the county. These figures show that
the crimes are occurring in the core and to the east, areas which are more densely populated.
Figure 4: Crime: Larceny

Figure 5: Burglary

Figure 6: Crime: Arson

Figure 7: Crime: Motor Vehicle Theft
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Distress Indicator 3: Unsafe Conditions and Code Violations
Code enforcement violations, or notices, are another indicator of distress. Data obtained from
the Macon-Bibb County Property Maintenance Division show clusters of violations. As with the
previously discussed indicators, it is evident that most of the clusters are within the downtown
core and to the east. These case types include: exterior property maintenance, interior property
maintenance, miscellaneous, systematic, unsafe structure, vacant lot, yards and premises,
zoning, and multiple violations.
Inspectors with the Macon-Bibb County Property Maintenance Division are assigned to districts
where they assess the condition of properties and respond to code enforcement-related
complaints. These inspectors assess the conditions of properties within certain areas, but a
comprehensive survey of properties has not been conducted. The data shown below in Figure 8
represents open violations through April 11, 2016. Each code enforcement notice of violation
may result in a ticket carrying a fine of $100 and/or a Summons to Municipal Court.
Figure 8: Code Enforcement Violations (As of 4/11/16)
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Unsafe structures, as mapped in Figure 8 above can lead to far worse conditions. Unsafe
structures are those where any of the following conditions exist: vacant, open, abandoned,
deteriorating roof, visible structural damage, windows broken/missing, or doors broken/missing.
If the structure is open, Macon-Bibb County may secure the structure and place a lien on the
property in order to recover the associated costs.
Often times structures initially enter the system as unsafe, but as the structure becomes unfit for
human inhabitation or are unsalvageable they are processed for demolition through the MaconBibb County Municipal Court. Figure 9 below shows the distribution of the properties on the court
ordered demolition list, as of April 7, 2016. There is a total of 401 structures listed for demolition.
As seen in other figures, there are large clusters of structures tagged for demolition located
within the Downtown Core and the areas within the immediate periphery.
Figure 9: Distribution of Parcels with Unsafe Housing (As of 4/7/16)
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Another indicator of unsafe conditions is the presence of structures valued at less than $10,000.
A structure valued at less than $10,000 can be assumed to suffer from blight. These properties
are likely vacant or abandoned. Table 4 below summarizes the number and value classification
of structures less than $10,000. Using data obtained from the Macon-Bibb County Tax Assessor’s
Office, Figure 10 below shows the distribution of these structures as of August 7, 2015. The data
was obtained prior to the August 25, 2015 Macon-Bibb County Work Session in order to illustrate
the visible clusters of structures valued less than $10,000. This supplemental data was useful to
the committee as they determined the boundaries of the Urban Redevelopment Area.
Value
0 - $2,500
$2,501 - $5,000
$5,001 - $7,500
$7,501 - $10,000

Table 4
Number of Structures
29
192
348
558

Figure 10: Residential Properties (with Structures) Valued Less than $10,000 (As of 8/7/15)
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Distress Indicator 4: Depreciating Assessed Property Values
These figures were completed by obtaining the assessed value of residential properties within
Macon-Bibb County from 2011-2015. As seen below in Figure 11, the residential assessed value
and fair market value for properties within the county has declined over the past five years. The
total fair market value of all properties in 2011 was $5,703,391,045 and declined to
$5,086,943,973. The total residential assessed value, or 40% of the fair market value, in 2011 was
$2,281,356,418 and declined to $2,034,777,589. The Tax Digest Consolidated Summary for years
2011-2015 can be found in Appendix D.
Figure 11: Fair Market Value 2011-2015

FAIR MARKET VALUE
$5,800,000,000.00
$5,700,000,000.00
$5,600,000,000.00
$5,500,000,000.00
$5,400,000,000.00
$5,300,000,000.00
$5,200,000,000.00
$5,100,000,000.00
$5,000,000,000.00
$4,900,000,000.00
$4,800,000,000.00
$4,700,000,000.00

Figure 12: Resident Assessed Value 2011-2015

RESIDENTIAL ASSESSED VALUE
$2,300,000,000.00
$2,250,000,000.00
$2,200,000,000.00
$2,150,000,000.00
$2,100,000,000.00
$2,050,000,000.00
$2,000,000,000.00
$1,950,000,000.00

E 15

$1,900,000,000.00
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Urban Redevelopment Area
All the previously discussed distress indicators and data were taken into consideration when
determining the area in which redevelopment efforts would be undertaken in order to improve
the conditions. The area is known as the Macon-Bibb County Urban Redevelopment Area (URA).
Data and analysis, along with field observation was used in order to make a determination that
pockets of blight exist within the area.
In addition to the distress indicators, the county’s population density was also examined.
Population density is defined as the number of residential units permitted per acre. Density is
determined by dividing the total number of units by the total site area less right‐of‐way.
Figure 13 shows that the most densely populated areas of Macon-Bibb County are the city core
and its immediate periphery. Additionally, the incidents of crime previously displayed in Figures
4-7 occur in the same densely populated areas of Macon-Bibb County.
Figure 13: Population Density
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Boundaries of Urban Redevelopment Area
At a regularly scheduled work session on August 25, 2015, the Macon-Bibb County
Commissioners outlined the boundaries for the Urban Redevelopment Area. These boundaries
were chosen to be consistent with the definition of an “urban redevelopment area” in Georgia’s
Urban Redevelopment Law (O.C.G.A § 36-61).
The Urban Redevelopment Area boundary runs along the junction of I-75 and I-475, just north of
Hartley Bridge Road, west to I-475 and Highway 80, east to the Macon-Bibb and Jones County
border along GA-57, and north to the Macon-Bibb and Jones County border along US-129. This
area, consisting of approximately 22,369 acres with 30,331 parcels, as seen below, and was
identified as being economically, environmentally, and aesthetically distressed. Much of the area
consists of vacant, dilapidated, and under‐utilized properties. The URA comprises 13.73% of the
total county acreage.
Figure 14: Urban Redevelopment Area
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Conditions Within Urban Redevelopment Area
In the previous section, poverty, crime, and code enforcement violations were analyzed at the
county-wide level. This information was instrumental in the selection of an Urban
Redevelopment Area. Below, poverty, crime, and code enforcement data are analyzed within the
Urban Redevelopment Area.
Poverty
The Urban Redevelopment Area is home to households with higher concentrations of poverty.
As seen in Figure 15, majority of the Census Block Groups within the Urban Redevelopment Area
have a poverty rate greater than 20%. Four of the Census Block Groups located within the URA
have poverty rates between 15-20%, likewise, four have poverty rates between 10-15%. The
highest rate of poverty within the URA is Block Group 1, Census Tract 127, located in the center
of the city, where 78.53% of households live at or below the poverty rate.
Figure 15: Poverty by Census Block Group within URA
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Crime
Criminal activity is often an indication of distress and lack of economic opportunities within a
community. Within the Urban Redevelopment Area, there were 6,674 incidents of crime in 2014.
Of these, there were 3,987 incidents of larceny, 446 incidents of motor vehicle theft, and 1,669
incidents of burglary. The number of crimes committed within the Urban Redevelopment Area
account for 63% of the total crimes committed within Macon-Bibb County in 2014.
Figure 16: All Crime

Figure 17: Larceny

Figure 18: Motor Vehicle Theft

Figure 19: Burglary
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Code Enforcement Violations
As of April 11, 2016, 2,245 code enforcement violations occurred within the Urban
Redevelopment Area. These include: exterior property maintenance, interior property
maintenance, miscellaneous, systematic, unsafe structures, vacant lots, and yards and premises.
As seen below, similar clusters appear with code enforcement violations as with the crime maps
on the previous page. The violations mapped below are considered “active”, meaning the
occupant has not resolved the violation, and many residences have received multiple code
enforcement violation citations. As shown below, 84% of all active code violations are located
within the Urban Redevelopment Area. Of the properties on the court ordered demolition list,
95.4% are within the URA.
Additionally, vacant lots are identified and mapped along with these violations. In the Urban
Redevelopment Area alone there are 222 lots identified as vacant. Out of the 238 vacant lots
identified in the county, 93% are within the URA. While these vacant lots are often overgrown
and filled with debris, they offer an opportunity for new developments that could improve the
area and lead to additional investment.
Figure 20: Code Enforcement Violations and Court Ordered Demolition
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Delinquent Commercial Taxes
Figure 21 indicates commercial properties that have been delinquent on property taxes for the
past three years. This level of delinquency indicates the commercial properties that potentially are
economically distressed or abandoned. Figure 21 below highlights the areas where redevelopment
tools may be necessary.
Clusters of property tax delinquency are visible along major corridors such as: Pio Nono Avenue,
Columbus Road, Houston Avenue, Broadway, Riverside Drive and Napier Avenue. Additionally,
these clusters mirror those seen with crime and code enforcement data.
There are 144 properties with delinquent property taxes for years 2013, 2014, and 2015 within the
county and 121, or 84%, within the Urban Redevelopment Area.
Figure 21: Commercial Properties with Delinquent Property Taxes for Three Years
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Existing Land Use
The existing land use for the Urban Redevelopment Area can be seen on Figure 22 below. Existing
land use is an important factor to consider when developing strategies for dealing with the existing
blight and preventing future blight due to the varying nature of the problem within different
settings. The Urban Redevelopment Area includes all types of land use, but the predominant land
uses are residential, commercial, industrial, public/institutional, and agricultural.
Figure 22: Existing Land Use

Classification
Single Family Residential
Agriculture/Forestry
Commercial
Industrial
Public/Institutional
Multi-Family Residential
Office
Parks/Recreation/Conservation
Transportation/Commercial/Utilities
Undefined
Missing

Parcel Count
23,053
3,484
1,920
567
543
420
150
70
33
44
62
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Population Density
Population density is an important factor in understanding the previous topics, such as code
enforcement violations, crime, and existing land use. Figure 23 below shows the most densely
populated portions of the Urban Redevelopment Area.
This information provides context to the crime data illustrated in Figures 16-19. When comparing
these figures to the population density map in Figure 23 (below), it is clear that a large number of
crimes are taking place in the most densely populated neighborhoods within the URA. Likewise,
clusters of the code enforcement cases occur within the most densely populated areas within the
URA.
Also, as compared to Figure 21 on the previous page, some of the least dense block groups, or
those with less than 1,000 people per square mile, are located within areas identified for
agricultural uses.
Figure 23: Population Density
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Field Inventory
To better understand the conditions of the Urban Redevelopment Area, MGRC staff conducted a
field inventory. The process began with the identification and evaluation of conditions with each
elected official whose district lies within the Urban Redevelopment Area. These trips with the
Commissioners were essential as they have vast working knowledge of the various conditions
within the districts.
Also, a windshield survey was conducted in order to gain representative samples of structures
located within the area. Photographs were taken of representative structures within the Urban
Redevelopment Area. These photographs, along with maps and findings from the field inventory,
can be seen on the following pages.
For the 2017 update, comparison photographs of the same properties were taken in order to
reflect the status of plan implementation activities. Several of the properties which were standing
vacant and blighted in 2016, have been removed in a short period of time. Where the properties
remain, the blighted conditions persist.
The following Commission Districts are located within the URA: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
Figure 24: Commission Districts Within Urban Redevelopment Area
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District 2
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2016
1. Estaville Avenue

2017

2016
2. Lynmore Avenue

2017

2016
3. Ormond Terrace

2017
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2016
4. West Grenada Terrace

2017

2016

2017

5. West Grenada Terrace

2016
6. Poplar Street

2017
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2016
7. 5th Street

2017

2016
8. 6th Street

2017

2016
9. 4th Street

2017
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2016

2017

10. Bay Street

2016
11. Hazel Street

2017

2016

2017

12. Houston Avenue
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2016
13. Dublin Avenue

2017

2016
14. Emery Highway

2017

2016
15. Sunnydale Drive

2017
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2016
16. Houston Avenue

2017
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District 3
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2016
1. Jeffersonville Rd

2017

2016
2. Recreation Road

2017

2016

2017

3. Piedmont Circle
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2016

2017

4. Piedmont Circle

2016

2017

5. Kings Park Circle

2016

2017

6. Kings Park Circle
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2016

2017

7. Kings Park Circle

2016

2017

8. Lancing Court
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District 5
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2016
1. Dannenberg Avenue

2017

2016
2. Lawton Avenue

2017

2016

2017

3. Napier Avenue
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2016

2017

4. Bartlett Street

2016

2017

5. Napier Avenue

2016

2017

6. Edwards Avenue
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2016
7. Hortman Avenue

2017

2016
8. Columbus Road

2017

2016

2017

9. Pansy Avenue
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2016

2017

10. Lilly Avenue

2016
2017
11. Daffodil Street

2016
2017
12. Patton Avenue
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District 7
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2016

2017

1. Deeb Drive

2016

2017

2. Sterling Place

2016

2017

3. Walmar Drive
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2016

2017

4. Village Green Drive

2016

2017

5. Village Green Drive

2016

2017

6. Leone Drive
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2016
7. Village Green Drive

2017

2016
8. Chatsworth Court

2017

2016

2017

9. Jadan Place
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2016

2017

10. Bloomfield Road
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District 8
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2016
1. St. Charles Place

2017

2016
2. St. Charles Place

2017

2016

2017

3. Rice Mill Road
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2016

2017

4. Pio Nono Avenue

2016

2017

5. Schofield Lane

2016

2017

6. Walnut Street
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2016

2017

7. Walnut Street

2016
8. Chestnut Street

2016

2017

2017

9. Linden Avenue
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2016
10. Wise Avenue

2017

2016
11. Wise Avenue

2017
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District 9
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2016
1. West Jackson Street

2016

2017

2017

2. Bloomfield Drive

2016

2017

3. Emily Street
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2016

2017

4. Hollingsworth Road

2016
5. Case Street

2016
6. Villa Avenue

2017

2017
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2016

2017

7. Villa Avenue

2016

2017

8. Mercer Street

9.

2016
9. Mercer Street

2017
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Strategies
The trends of increased blight and disinvestment in the Urban Redevelopment Area can be
expected to continue if action is not taken. While enormous strides have been made in reducing
the blight, a strategic and targeted approach must be taken. There are two goals these strategies
must address: remedy the blight that exists, and prevent the spread of pockets of blight into areas
of the county that are today free from blight.
It is important to note, the pockets of blight the county is experiencing did not occur overnight- it
will take time and a concerted effort to remedy the problem. After adopting a Finding of Necessity
Resolution, Macon-Bibb County can implement any of the following strategies and powers under
the Urban Redevelopment Law to encourage needed urban rehabilitation.
STRATEGY 1 - Create, Implement, and Market Incentives for redevelopment within URA using the
following tools:
•

Opportunity Zones (OZs)
OZs are designated zones that are within or near 15 % or greater poverty and where an
Enterprise Zone or Urban Redevelopment Plan exists. The Opportunity Zone program
provides some of the strongest incentive programs available to existing and new
businesses. The job tax credit program, or $3,500 per job created, is available for new or
existing businesses that create two or more jobs. This incentive can be taken against the
business’s Georgia income tax liability and payroll withholding tax and can be claimed up
to five years as long as the jobs are maintained. There is no adverse fiscal impact on
Macon‐Bibb County. Investments in the URA will support and encourage the county’s
growth and transformation. This tool may be layered with BIDs, CIDs, TADs, or Enterprise
Zones. Macon‐Bibb County currently has several approved Opportunity Zones. These
zones, created in 2011 and 2012, will expire in 2021 and 2022. These zones are all located
within the former City of Macon boundaries.

•

Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)
BIDs are special districts in which property owners agree to be taxed at a higher rate than
the rest of the community in order to pay for expanded services that are not already being
provided to the city as a whole. BID funds must be used for: advertising, promotion,
sanitation, security, or business recruitment and retention. This tool may be layered with
OZs. Macon-Bibb County currently has one Business Improvement District located along
Eisenhower Parkway.
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•

Community Improvement Districts (CIDs)
CIDs are special districts where property owners agree to a self-imposed tax to be used for
improving the district. CIDs are a good way to leverage state and federal tax dollars for
roads and other major infrastructure. Through a CID, a special taxing district is created to
pay for exceptional infrastructure needs such as: street/road construction and
maintenance, parks and recreation facilities, storm water and sewage collection and
disposal systems, water development, storage, treatment, purification and distribution
facilities, public transportation, terminal and dock facilities, and parking facilities. This tool
may be layered with OZs.

•

Enterprise Zones
Enterprise Zones are intended to improve geographic areas within cities and counties
suffering from disinvestment, underdevelopment, and economic decline, by encouraging
private businesses to reinvest and rehabilitate such areas. These are locally managed and
designated districts where property taxes are abated for a period of five years then
are gradually increased over the subsequent five years. They must meet at least three of
the five following criteria: pervasive poverty; unemployment rate at least 10% higher than
state or significant job dislocation; underdevelopment; general distress; and adverse
conditions; and general blight. This tool may also provide a property reduction in
occupation taxes, regulatory fees, building inspection fees, and other fees. This tool may
be layered with OZs.

•

Tax Allocation Districts (TADs)
TADs are geographically defined areas that use public dollars to fund large scale often cost
prohibitive developments. The redevelopment activities are financed with public dollars
through the pledge of future increased property taxes. As the property attracts investment
the property taxes will rise. TADs are a popular mechanism for revitalizing blighted or
underutilized areas. The process involves designating a Tax Allocation District, establishing
its current tax base floor, and then dedicating future taxes over and above that floor for a
given period of time to pay the costs improvements needed to spur new, higher density
development. TADs are intended to be used in urbanized or developed areas exhibiting
“blight”, to promote redevelopment or preservation of historic or natural assets. Uses
include: renovation, construction, preservation, restoration, expansion, or demolition of
buildings or properties for business, commercial, industrial, government, education, public
or private housing, social activity, governmental services, historic properties, greenspaces,
mass transit and pedestrian facilities, telecommunications infrastructure, water and sewer
lines, streets, sidewalks, parking facilities, and public parks. This tool may be layered with
OZs.
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Macon-Bibb County currently has several Tax Allocation Districts. The following were
established in 2010: Renaissance on the River TAD, Bibb Mill Center TAD, and Second
Street TAD. The Second Street TAD was expanded in 2012. The Ocmulgee Crossings TAD
was adopted by the Board of Commissioners in December 2016.
STRATEGY 2 – Utilize the Land Bank Authority as a strategic tool to support growth and investment
in neighborhoods throughout the county and to ensure that blighted properties are identified,
acquired, and remediated. The Macon-Bibb County Land Bank Authority is a non-profit corporation
organized under the laws of the State of Georgia for the public purpose of returning non-tax
generating properties to a productive use. The Land Bank Authority works in a collaborative effort
to provide land to be used in the production of housing and creation of jobs for low-to-moderateincome citizens through residential, commercial, and industrial development.
The Land Bank Authority is able to:
• Acquire underutilized parcels, either by In Rem foreclosure or standard delinquent tax
auction, and return them to a productive use to generate tax revenue
• Assist the Economic and Community Development Department in the strategic
acquisition of properties in targeted areas and neighborhoods
• Facilitate the acquisition and transfer of properties for use in the development of
affordable housing by non-profit and private developers
• Forgive delinquent property taxes as an incentive for redevelopment
STRATEGY 3 - Utilize a Blight Consultant to oversee the usage of funds aimed at fighting blight. The
blight consultant will:
• Perform project evaluation to determine if project meets qualifications
• Define project scope and estimated cost
• Request the Land Bank Authority’s assistance with acquisition
• Perform environmental testing
• Oversee abatement, demolition, and rehabilitation
STRATEGY 4 - Conduct a 100% Survey of All Parcels within URA
Contract with consultant to map and profile each parcel within the URA utilizing the Blexting
application that Macon-Bibb County purchased in 2015. Below are questions the survey should
answer:
• Is the structure occupied?
• What is the condition of the structure?
• Is the structure fire damaged?
• Are stray animals present?
• Is there is dumping on the site?
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The end result would be a map that showed the areas of Macon-Bibb County that are in most need
of attention and the areas that may not need attention at the moment, but may in the future. This
data would enable departments and authorities like the Land Bank Authority, Code Enforcement,
and Public Works to use funds strategically in order to build momentum.
STRATEGY 5 - Institute policies to survey, on a quarterly basis, areas of the county where
redevelopment efforts have occurred or areas that are on the cusp of becoming blighted. This will
ensure the data does not become outdated. This systematic approach is instrumental in the fight
against the spread of blight.
STRATEGY 6 - Issue bonds or tax exemptions for redevelopment purposes within the URA. Bonds
created under O.C.G.A. 36-61-12 need not be secured, like general obligation bonds, by the full
faith and credit of the local government. Instead, they may be retired by long-term leases on public
facilities and a wide variety of revenue streams deriving from projects within the redevelopment
area.
STRATEGY 7 - Partner with civic groups, non-profits, religious organizations, trade associations,
student organizations, and neighborhood groups to work together to combat blight. Examples of
these groups are: Habitat for Humanity, Rebuilding Together, South Macon Arts Revitalization and
Technology (SMART), Shalom Zones, and the Ingleside Neighborhood Group.
STRATEGY 8 - Continue diligent enforcement of housing, zoning, and occupancy controls and
standards within the Urban Redevelopment Area.
STRATEGY 9 - Encourage voluntary rehabilitation of blighted structures. This can be accomplished
through engaging the public at workshops, forums, and neighborhood meetings.
STRATEGY 10 - Partner with the Macon-Bibb County Urban Development Authority to combat
commercial blight existing with the URA.
STRATEGY 11 - Encourage public-private partnerships that will facilitate the redevelopment of the
Macon-Bibb County Urban Redevelopment area.
STRATEGY 12 - Establish a rental unit inspection program to identify substandard rental units,
modeled on the existing program in DeKalb County, Georgia.
STRATEGY 13 - Assess the availability of housing in Macon-Bibb, particularly that of affordable
housing, or properties for workforce housing or those that target low-income citizens or citizens
with incomes at or below 60 percent of Area Median Income (AMI). Invest in next steps to ensure
affordable housing for all, specifically the production of affordable rental housing. Several
initiatives directed toward affordable housing are underway or complete. See Appendix H for
details.
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Projects Anticipated to be Undertaken 2016-2017
Number of Estimated
Title
Structures
Cost

Project
Number

Funding Source
District 2 Blight Bonds
Rehabilitation Blight RLF
District 2 Blight Bonds
Donations/Grants
District 1 Blight Bonds
District 2 Blight Bonds
District 3 Blight Bonds
District 4 Blight Bonds
District 6 Blight Bonds
District 9 Blight Bonds
District 2 Blight Bonds
District 4 Blight Bonds

1

Owls Rehabilitation Project

8

$411,820

2

SMART Community
Lynmore Ave

10

$144,248

3

Mill Hill Art Village
Community Art Center

1

$813,654

4

Lynmore Estate Phase I Redevelopment

17

$222,870

5

Kings Park Playground and Hart
Community Center

17

$264,640

District 3 Blight Bonds

6

Hunt School Senior Housing Support

14

$171,232

District 3 Blight Bonds

7

Jeffersonville Road Blight Removal

18

$371,832

District 3 Blight Bonds

8

Mattie Hubbard Jones Park Enhancement

19

$206,868

District 5 Blight Bonds

9

Unionville Street Connection

5

$314,084

District 5 Blight Bonds

10

Third Avenue Stabilization (Pleasant Hill)

8

$184,312

District 5 Blight Bonds

11

Culver Street Commons (Pleasant Hill)

22

$133,508

District 1 Blight Bonds
District 4 Blight Bonds
Donations

12

Emily Street

2

$37,320

District 9 Blight Bonds

13

West Bond Street Stabilization

11

$149,908

District 9 Blight Bonds

14

Central South/Tindall Height Project

38

$710,018

District 8 Blight Bonds

15

Village Green Stabilization Project

40

$708,224

District 7 Blight Bonds
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Redevelopment Authority Agency
Macon-Bibb County has elected to exercise its Urban Redevelopment Powers through the Mayor
and Commissioners, pursuant to O.C.G.A. 36-61-17 of the Urban Redevelopment Act. The Mayor
and Commissioners will serve as the Redevelopment Authority Agency charged with implementing
the plan. The defined redevelopment area was adopted by the Macon-Bibb County Commission
on April 19, 2016 by a unanimous vote.

Plan to Leverage Private Investment
Macon-Bibb County plans to engage a variety of private resources to implement this plan. This
includes local developers along with community and nonprofit organizations. The county also plans
to utilize the Macon-Bibb County Land Bank Authority in order to gain private investment and
redevelop properties.

Covenants and Restrictions
Covenants and restrictions to be placed on the properties may include, but are not limited to
minimum landscaping requirements, restrictions of use (residential, commercial, etc.) and
compliance with specific development standards. Such restrictions will be minimum, but will
maintain the aesthetic quality and value of the areas located in the Urban Redevelopment Area.
No changes are proposed as part of this plan.

Parcels to Be Acquired
A list of parcels to be acquired is not available at this time. As implementation of the strategies in
this plan occurs, Macon-Bibb County reserves the right to acquire properties through eminent
domain if necessary.

Structures to be Demolished or Rehabilitated
Macon-Bibb County Code Enforcement has the power to determine whether a property is unfit for
human habitation, not in compliance with applicable codes; is vacant and being used in connection
with the commission of drug or other crimes; or constitutes an endangerment to the public health
or safety as a result of unsanitary or unsafe conditions. Macon-Bibb County has the power to file a
complaint in court against the property. Using the legal process, the county shall be able to
determine whether the nuisance properties should be abated. As part of this plan, those properties
in Figure 9 shall receive priority in this process.
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Relocation of Residents of Demolished Properties
At this time, Macon-Bibb County does not anticipate displacing any residents from their home as
the purpose of this plan is to remove or rehabilitate vacant, blighted buildings within the Urban
Redevelopment Area. In the event that the plan is amended to include the displacement of
residents a plan for relocation shall be provided.

Conclusion
The data and analysis presented in this plan provides a factual basis for the Macon-Bibb County
Board of Commissioners to make a finding that the Urban Redevelopment Area constitutes as a
blighted area. This plan documents required blight factors as outlined in The Urban
Redevelopment Act (O.C.G.A §36‐61‐1). This report provides a Finding of Necessity that identifies
one or more blighted areas exist within the defined area and that the rehabilitation, conservation,
or redevelopment of the study area is necessary in the interest of the public health, safety, morals,
or welfare of the residents in the area.

i

2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-year population estimates
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Appendix A: Definitions
‘Affordable Housing’ refers to properties for workforce housing or those that target low-income citizens or
citizens with incomes at or below 60 percent of Area Median Income (AMI).
'Agency' or 'urban redevelopment agency' means a public agency created by Code 12 Section 36-61-18.
'Area of operation' means the area within the corporate limits of the municipality or county and the area
within five miles of such limits, except that it shall not include any area which lies within the territorial
boundaries of another incorporated municipality or another county unless a resolution is adopted by the
governing body of such other municipality or county declaring a need therefor.
'Board' or 'commission' means a board, commission, department, division, office, body, or other unit of the
municipality or county.
'Bonds' means any bonds (including refunding bonds), notes, interim certificates, and certificates of
indebtedness, debentures, or other obligations.
'Clerk' means the clerk or other official of the municipality or county who is the custodian of the official
records of such municipality or county.
'County' means any county in this state.
'Downtown development authority' means an authority created pursuant to Chapter 42 of this title.
'Federal government' means the United States of America or any agency or instrumentality, corporate or
otherwise, of the United States of America.
'Housing authority' means a housing authority created by and established pursuant to Article 1 of Chapter
3 of Title 8, the 'Housing Authorities Law.'
'Local governing body' means the council or other legislative body charged with governing the municipality
and the board of commissioners or governing authority of the county.
'Mayor' means the mayor of a municipality or other officer or body having the duties customarily imposed
upon the executive head of a municipality.
'Municipality' means any incorporated city or town in this state.
'Obligee' includes any bondholder, agents, or trustees for any bondholders, or any lessor demising to the
municipality or county property used in connection with an urban redevelopment project, or any assignee
or assignees of such lessor's interest or any part thereof, and the federal government when it is a party to
any contract with the municipality or county.
'Person' means any individual, firm, partnership, corporation, company, association, joint-stock association,
or body politic and includes any trustee, receiver, assignee, or other person acting in a similar representative
capacity.
“Pocket of blight" means an area in which there is a predominance of buildings or improvements, whether
residential or nonresidential, which by reason of dilapidation, deterioration, age, or obsolescence;
inadequate provision for ventilation, light, air, sanitation, or open spaces; high density of population and
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overcrowding; existence of conditions which endanger life or property by fire and other causes; or any
combination of such factors, are conducive to ill health, transmission of disease, infant mortality, juvenile
delinquency, or crime and detrimental to the public health, safety, morals, or welfare. "Pocket of blight"
also means an area which by reason of the presence of a substantial number of deteriorated or deteriorating
structures; predominance of defective or inadequate street layout; faulty lot layout in relation to size,
adequacy, accessibility, or usefulness; unsanitary or unsafe conditions; deterioration of site or other
improvements; tax or special assessment delinquency exceeding the fair value of the land; the existence of
conditions which endanger life or property by fire and other causes; having development impaired by airport
or transportation noise or other environmental hazards; or any combination of such factors, substantially
impairs or arrests the sound growth of a municipality or county, retards the provisions of housing
accommodations, or constitutes an economic or social liability and is a menace to the public health, safety,
morals, or welfare in its present condition and use.”
'Pocket of blight clearance and redevelopment' may include:(A) Acquisition of a pocket of blight or portion
thereof; (B) Rehabilitation or demolition and removal of buildings and improvements; (C) Installation,
construction, or reconstruction of streets, utilities, parks, playgrounds, and other improvements necessary
for carrying out in the area the urban redevelopment provisions of this chapter in accordance with the urban
redevelopment plan; and (D) Making the land available for development or redevelopment by private
enterprise or public agencies, including sale, initial leasing, or retention by the municipality or county itself,
at its fair value for uses in accordance with the urban redevelopment plan. (
'Public body' means the state or any municipality, county, board, commission, authority, district, housing
authority, urban redevelopment agency, or other subdivision or public body of the state.
'Real property' includes all lands, including improvements and fixtures thereon and property of any nature
appurtenant thereto or used in connection therewith, and every estate, interest, right, and use, legal or
equitable, therein, including terms for years and liens by way of judgment, mortgage, or otherwise.
'Rehabilitation' or 'conservation' may include the restoration and redevelopment of a slum area pocket of
blight or portion thereof, in accordance with an urban redevelopment plan, by: (A) Carrying out plans for a
program of voluntary or compulsory repair and rehabilitation of buildings or other improvements; (B)
Acquisition of real property and rehabilitation or demolition and removal of buildings and improvements
thereon where necessary to eliminate unhealthful, unsanitary, or unsafe conditions, to lessen density, to
reduce traffic hazards, to eliminate obsolete or other uses detrimental to the public welfare, to otherwise
remove or prevent the spread of slums pockets of blight or deterioration, or to provide land for needed
public facilities; (C) Installation, construction, or reconstruction of streets, utilities, parks, playgrounds, and
other improvements necessary for carrying out in the area the urban redevelopment provisions of this
chapter; and (D) The disposition of any property acquired in such urban redevelopment area, including sale,
initial leasing or retention by the municipality or county itself, at its fair value for uses in accordance with
the urban redevelopment plan.
'Slum area' means an area in which there is a predominance of buildings or improvements, whether
residential or nonresidential, which by reason of dilapidation, deterioration, age, or obsolescence;
inadequate provision for ventilation, light, air, sanitation, or open spaces; high density of population and
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overcrowding; existence of conditions which endanger life or property by fire and other causes; or any
combination of such factors is conducive to ill health, transmission of disease, infant mortality, juvenile
delinquency, or crime and is detrimental to the public health, safety, morals, or welfare. 'Slum area' also
means an area which by reason of the presence of a substantial number of slum, deteriorated, or
deteriorating structures; predominance of defective or inadequate street layout; faulty lot layout in relation
to size, adequacy, accessibility, or usefulness; unsanitary or unsafe conditions; deterioration of site or other
improvements; tax or special assessment delinquency exceeding the fair value of the land; the existence of
conditions which endanger life or property by fire and other causes; by having development impaired by
airport or transportation noise or by other environmental hazards; or any combination of such factors
substantially impairs or arrests the sound growth of a municipality or county, retards the provisions of
housing accommodations, or constitutes an economic or social liability and is a menace to the public health,
safety, morals, or welfare in its present condition and use.
'Slum clearance and redevelopment' may include: (A) Acquisition of a slum area or portion thereof; (B)
Rehabilitation or demolition and removal of buildings and improvements; (C) Installation, construction, or
reconstruction of streets, utilities, parks, playgrounds, and other improvements necessary for carrying out
in the area the urban redevelopment provisions of this chapter in accordance with the urban redevelopment
plan; and (D) Making the land available for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public
agencies (including sale, initial leasing, or retention by the municipality or county itself) at its fair value for
uses in accordance with the urban redevelopment plan.
'Urban redevelopment area' means a slum area pocket of blight which the local governing body designates
as appropriate for an urban redevelopment project.
'Urban redevelopment plan' means a plan, as it exists from time to time, for an urban redevelopment
project, which plan shall: (A) Conform to the general plan for the municipality or county as a whole; and
(B) Be sufficiently complete to indicate such land acquisition, demolition and removal of structures,
redevelopment, improvements, and rehabilitation as may be proposed to be carried out in the urban
redevelopment area; zoning and planning changes, if any; land uses; maximum densities; building
requirements; and the plan's relationship to definite local objectives respecting appropriate land uses,
improved traffic, public transportation, public utilities, recreational and community facilities, and other
public improvements.
'Urban redevelopment project' may include undertakings or activities of a municipality or county in an urban
redevelopment area for the elimination and for the prevention of the development or spread of slums
pockets of blight and may involve slum pocket of blight clearance and redevelopment in an urban
redevelopment area, rehabilitation or conservation in an urban redevelopment area, or any combination or
part thereof, in accordance with an urban redevelopment plan. Although the power of eminent domain may
not be exercised for such purposes, such undertakings or activities may include: (A) Acquisition, without
regard to any requirement that the area be a slum or blighted area pocket of blight, of air rights in an area
consisting of lands and highways, railway or subway tracks, bridge or tunnel entrances, or other similar
facilities which have a blighting influence on the surrounding area and over which air rights sites are to be
developed for the elimination of such blighting influences and for the provision of housing and related
facilities and uses designed for, and limited primarily to, families and individuals of low or
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moderate income; and (B) Construction of foundations and platforms necessary for the provision of air
rights sites of housing and related facilities and uses designed for, and limited primarily to, families and
individuals of low or moderate income or construction of foundations necessary for the provision of air
rights sites for development of nonresidential facilities."
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Appendix B: Finding of Necessity/Resolution Adopting Plan
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Appendix C: Public Hearing Documentation
Public Hearing: Initial Request for Input
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Public Hearing: Updates
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Public Listening Sessions
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Appendix D: Consolidated Tax Digest Summaries 2011-2015
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Appendix E: Media Coverage
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Appendix F: Technical Assistance Request Letter
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Appendix G: Update on “Projects Anticipated to be
Undertaken”
The following PowerPoint, presented by Cass Hatcher and Alison Souther Goldey in April 2017, provides
direct commentary regarding the status of the “Projects Anticipated to be Undertaken” located in the
“Strategies” section. The Report of Accomplishments (Appendix I) further speaks to the existing projects
and the timeframe in which each is expected to be completed.
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Appendix H: Update on Status of Affordable
Housing Initiatives
A.L. Miller Village—This is a 71-unit affordable housing development located on Montpelier Avenue. This
project received an allocation of Low Income Housing Tax Credits in 2014 from the Georgia Department
of Community Affairs. Work began in 2015 and included the renovation of the historic A. L. Miller School
as well as 9 new single family units. Now completed, lease-up is currently underway as of May 2017.
Hunt School Village—This 60-unit development has transformed the former Henry A. Hunt Elementary
School in east Macon for affordable housing low income seniors. The Georgia Department of Community
Affairs allocated Low Income Housing Tax Credits for this project in late 2014; in addition, Macon-Bibb
County allocated Community Development Block Grant and HOME funds to Hunt School Village due to
the need for additional financial resources. Construction of Hunt School Village began in January 2016
and the development began lease-up in March 2017. Full occupancy is expected by June 2017.
Tindall Seniors Towers—This is the first of four affordable housing developments that will replace the
obsolete Tindall Heights public housing development. The Georgia Department of Community Affairs
allocated Low Income Housing Tax Credits for this project in late 2015. Construction of Tindall Senior
Towers began in January 2017; construction is expected to be complete by spring 2018. This 76-unit
development is for seniors 62 and older.
Tindall Fields I—This is the second of the four affordable housing developments that will be built as
replacement housing for Tindall Heights. The Georgia Department of Community Affairs allocated Low
Income Housing Tax Credits for this project in late 2016. Construction is expected to be underway by late
fall 2017, with construction expected to be completed within 12-14 months. This development will
contain 64 units for low income families.
Tindall Fields II--This will be the third of the four affordable housing developments that will be built as
replacement housing for Tindall Heights. In-Fill Housing, Inc. will apply to the Georgia Department of
Community Affairs for Low Income Housing Tax Credits for this project in May 2017. If funded,
construction is expected to be underway by late fall 2018, with construction expected to be completed in
late 2019. This development will contain 65 units for low income families.
Tindall Fields III—This will be the fourth and final phase for replacement housing for Tindall Heights. InFill Housing, Inc. intends to apply to the Georgia Department of Community Affairs for Low Income
Housing Tax Credits for this project in 2018. If funded, construction is expected to be underway by late
fall 2019, with construction expected to be completed in late 2020 or early 2021. This development will
also contain 65 units for low income families.
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Appendix I: Implementation Measures and
Report of Accomplishments
Report of Accomplishments
Activity

Status

Timeframe

Completed

In Development
Phase

Underway

Canceled

Notes

Strategy 1

Oct-Dec 2016

✓

Strategy 2

April 2016-April
2019

✓

The Ocmulgee Crossings TAD was
implemented in December 2016.
LBA is heavily involved in the
blighted property disposition process

✓

(see Appendix G).*
See “Projects Anticipated to be
Undertaken 2016‐2017” and
Appendix G.
Will utilize the Blexting application.

Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6
Strategy 7

Strategy 8
Strategy 9

April 2016-April
2019
April 2017-April
2018
April 2017-April
2018
April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April
2019

April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April
2019

✓



✓



✓
✓

✓


✓

✓

Strategy 10

Strategy 11
Strategy 12
Strategy 13
Owls Rehabilitation Project

April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April
2019
April 2016-April

The County partners with several groups to
combat blight. These groups include, but are
not limited to, United Way, Mercer
University, First Choice Primary Care, the
Board of Education, the Land Bank Authority,
the Macon Housing Authority (MHA) and the
individuals who live in the housing provided
through the MHA, private citizens, and the
Middle Georgia Regional Commission.

Updates: demolished commercial
properties along Clinton and Main,
loaned funding to businesses to
rehabilitate storefronts, completed
loans through Newtown for building
rehabilitation and currently partnering
with developers to fill vacant lots with in‐
fill development.

✓


✓
✓



See Appendix H.

✓
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2019
October 2016October 2017

✓

Round 1: 1 property acquired, 1
structure demolished.

October 2016October 2017

✓

Will restore the auditorium to create a
community art center.

Lynmore Estate Phase I
Redevelopment

October 2016October 2017

✓

Kings Park Playground and Hart
Community Center

October 2016October 2018

✓

October 2016October 2017

✓

Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

October 2016October 2017
October 2016October 2017
October 2016October 2017

✓

Round 3: 1 structure demolished.

✓

Round 3: 3 structures demolished.

✓

Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

October 2016October 2017

✓

Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

October 2016October 2017
October 2016October 2017

✓

Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

✓

Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

October 2016October 2018

✓

A sidewalk will be installed along College
Drive and Sherwood Drive.

October 2016October 2017
October 2016October 2018
October 2016October 2018
October 2016October 2018
October 2016October 2018

✓

Round 3: 9 structures demolished.

✓

Round 3: 2 structures demolished.

✓

Blight funding has been allocated.

✓

Blight funding has been allocated.
Project engineer cost proposed
obtained. Issued invitation for bids.

SMART Community Lynmore
Ave
Mill Hill Art Village Community
Art
Center

Hunt School Senior Housing
Support
Jeffersonville Road Blight
Removal
Mattie Hubbard Jones Park
Enhancement
Unionville Street Connection
Third Avenue Stabilization
(Pleasant
Hill)
Culver Street Commons
(Pleasant
Hill)
Emily Street
West Bond Street Stabilization
Central South/Tindall Height
Project
Wise Avenue Multi Purpose
Field Project
Henry Burns Park Project
Napier Avenue Fire Station
LED Street Lighting Conversion
Project
Filmore Thomas Park Addition

October 2016October 2017

October 2016October 2017
Hillcrest Park Improvement
Project
Village Green Stabilization
Project

October 2016April 2019





Round 1: 18 properties acquired‐ 13
demolished, 5 vacant lots.
Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
Round 2: 2 structures demolished.
New community center will be
constructed.

✓

✓

✓

✓

Round 1: Abandoned restroom
demolished.
Basketball court will be repaved. A
pavilion, fencing, and playground
equipment will be installed.
Slated to be addressed in Round 4.
Updates pending.
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* Macon-Bibb County and the Land Bank Authority have entered into a three-year contract for the acquisition, holding, maintenance,
and disposition of properties related to the Macon-Bibb County Neighborhood Revitalization and Blight Remediation Project. The
agreement is for the use of blight funds, specifically in the urban redevelopment area. The Land Bank has partnered with Bibb County
and Georgia Behavioral Health Systems (an affiliate of River Edge) for the demolition of the substandard structures located o n the
properties acquired.
Since July 2016, the Land Bank has acquired 70 properties throughout the urban redevelopment area for the Blight Initiative. The Land
Bank has acquired an additional 18 properties for the Wise Avenue project for the development of a multi-purpose sport’s field to be
managed by Parks & Recreation, once completed. Sixty-three structures (63) have been demolished with another 16 scheduled for
demolition. We are in the beginning stages of property disposition and the Land Bank has an application process for those i ndividuals
and developers that are interested in acquiring the properties.
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Appendix J: Resolution Adopting Updates to
the Plan
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